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Fire-rescue squad's future still up in air
By CHARLES HONEY
.something out" to continue the
woo,
Staff Writer
fire and rescue sersice. there has • „
_thy
liii hr
The future of the Calloway
been no meeting between
formation of sty ii i di-ti
County Fire-Rescue Squad is still firefighters and the court since the
nolo
powers the distro t
up in the air, three weeks after the one on Jan gki Weaks said last
board to levy a tax of ttit te
ern,
Fiscal Court took no action on a
week that -We don't have any
Imo. $100 propertS S.,:iiatioi; Prirequest to establish a. fire protecmore money to give them." at
son... interested in stai tin,' .1 octi
tion district.
least for. this fiscal year which
tom have lit-en s.'.
'ran at
According to squad Chief Max
ends June 30.
turtle!, general's
ori
Dowdy, the volunteer force of 2fi
There has been some interest
whether that tax
firefighters has about $4.000 re- 'Among concerned county citizens
be lowered to three,.
maining in its treasury,' not in- in circulating a petition for a fire - County Attornes Maxi'.tt kit
cluding payment of the January
protection district to (other the
said he belie% es
not tic
bills That should only support the signatures of 51 percent of the
and has talked to stoic It,;, Et red
squad through February and a lit- county's registered voters If that
Curd about aniendow t h.• -tatuty
tle into March. Dowdy said.
were acconiplislied ttw - county
.fey.% it.o.:mot
Wallow a lower tiv5
Though Judge-Fxecutive' judge would be authorized to
• •I think the%
q_eorge Weallindaid he and the _ esiablish a district ..at his thscre
: do quilt lower t_he
magistrates might tr to work
liVeaks has said lie
lion 1. but that tint the o .1% th.•
'

PFtESSBOOK COMPLETED — Alice Roue& pressbook chairman
for the Murray Woman's Club, completes the book fcr 14113-113 to be
sent to the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs headquarters for
judging. At right is the winning presebook for 1911142 and the stayer
cup won for first place in the state contest. Rosanna Miller is the
general publicity chairman for the Murray club this year who works
along with the other publicity chairmen of the 10 departments of the
club in press releases promoting the civic and community activities
of the club with a membership of 394 women.

windy, cold
Today windy and cold with a
40 percent chance of snow. Little accumulation expected.
Highs around 30 but with falling
temperatures throughout the
day. West winds 15 to 20 miles
an hour. Tonight a few lingering snow showers during the
evening followed by partial
clearing. Cold with lows in the
low teens and northwest winds
10 to 15 miles an hour. Friday
mostly sunny but continued
cold. Highs near 30 with north
west winds 5 to 10 miles an
hour.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
354.0
354.1
Kentucky Lake
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who ho.e not
received their home delivered
copy of The Norm ledger & Times
by 5 30 p m Monday Friday or
by 3 30 p m Saturdays ore urged
to coil /S3-11116 between 5:30
p.si. sad 6 p.a., Mee* thrsegh Friday, it 3:30 p.m. sed 4 p.n. Senor-

Strike continues
as truckers
report damages
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
A truck driver's face was cut
when his windshield was shot out
early today in central Kentucky,
and another truck's radiator was
hit by a shot fired from pursuing
vehicles late Wednesday. state
police said.
gasoline truck was damaged
by gunfire in eastern Kentucky
and a tractor-trailer blockade
lammed Louisville rush-hour trafficlas the independent truckers'
strike continued.
A driver in western Kentucky
told police he was threatened by
two men with a shotgun, and a
truck stop owner said he was
picketed, making his business
"worse and worse."
Food deliveries continued, with
some delays, but some Louisville
distributors predicted produce
shortages in a few days.
Wade Wilbert of Warrior, Ala..
said his windshield was hit by a
gunshot about 115 a.m. today
about a mile north of
Elizabethtown in 1-65, said state
Trooper Rick Stout in Frankfort.
Wilbert continued on his way after
treatment for minor facial cuts.
The driver of a Holly Farms
truck from Wilkesboro. N.C.. told
state police his radiator was hit by
a shot fired from a group of four or
five vehicles that pursued him
Wednesday night on U.S. 23 about
(Continued On Page 2)
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'Secretive'presidentialsearch continues
place "hopefully: before spring,•'
he 'said He declined to say how
many candidates the committee
plans to invite
Frymire has maintained
secrecy throughout the search
process, directing that all information'_ concerning ttw search
The MSU Board of Regents will . come from him He declines to
meet with' faculty members disclose the identities of any canHoward Giles, Melvin Henley and • dictates or whether any of them
Hughie Lawson, and a consultant are from MSU.lie has only said
assisting the search, in an 11 win: the prapective presidents include
closed session to continue screen- • university and junior college ading candidates. An ad hoc commit-.
anti senior governtee Meeting is aLso scheduled, con- ment officials.
cerning which Chairman Richard
IndicatiOns are the nuniber of
Frymire would only say, • •it ties in candidates has been reduced from
with the leaving of one president the figure of 40-plu_s that was given
and the coming of another."
after last month's -screening
The search committee will nar- meeting lrymire said the comrow the list of candidates and mittee will "hrmally reduce .that
discuss arrangements to invite _number"Saturdas___
candidates to the campus over the
The identities of candidates m•
next couple of months, according. 'seed to visit MSU will be given the
to Frymire. The visits will take - --evening before their coming, in
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer •
The search for a new Murray
State University president, the
particulars of which are being
guarded like a top military secret,
continues Saturday.
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Grandjury concludes
Hubbard investigation
WASHINGTON
The
Justice Department has ended a
grand jury investigation of Rep.
Carroll Hubbard's use of staff
workers in his 1979 gubernatorial
campaign, the congressman's
lawyer said Wednesday
.
The attorney, James Hamilton,
said he had received a call from
Gerakj ..McDowell, chief of the
Justice Department's Public Integrity Section, Who told him that
the 19-month investigation was
over.
"He said that the investigation
concerning Hubbard has been
completed and that the Justice
Department's file is closed."
Hamilton said.
The Justice Department would

not confirm or deny,the lawyer's
statement, said spokesman John
R us_se .
Hubbard-. 45. a Mayfield
Democrat, also declined to comment Wednesday, indicating that
he might have more to Say in the
future,.
.
The Hubbard probe came to
light in 1981 wheiwit was rePortrd
that FBI agents acre questioning
current and former members of
the congressman's staff about tn.'
use of goverrunent employees in
his unsuccessful bid for the
Democratii' gubernatorial
nomination
Hubbard placed fourth in the
pruners , behind Gov John `i
(Continued On Page 21

GEM OF A COACH
Larry England, coach of the three-time
defending state champion Calloway County High School speech
team, has been awarded a second diamond for his league pin by the
National Forensic league, Ripon, Wis., for achievements in the art
of communication A member of the NFL since 1975, England )(Ana a
select few coaches to be awarded a second diamond Dennis Winfield
of the NFL said the presentation was made in recognition of England
who "consistently gives students a comprehensive and excellent
training in the art of commurucation

Curris, athletic officials discuss affects of NCAA rule changes
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
When officials from NCAA schools approved tougher academic
standards for student-athletes last month, Murray State President
Constantine Ctihis cast a "yes" vote. MSU athletic officials, on the
other hand,say they've no problem with upgraded-standards but oppose a key provision of the new rules: minimum college-entry test
scores.
The rules, which take effect in 1986, will have some affect on MSU's
athletic program, officials agree. However, Currie says the Impact
will be minimal, while coaches are less optindstic. The eligibility remdrement of a 15 AC! or 700 SAT score will hurt Division I schools
like MSU while bigger schools like Notre Dame will be unaffected,
they say.
"It's not going to affect Joe Paterno(of Penn State,Digger Phelps
(Notre Dame) or UK," Athletic Director Johnny Reagan said.
"Some of those coaches don't know what the trenches really are
because they've never been here. They don't have to recruit, they
can just select."'
Reagan hopes the test-score rule will be amended in future convennon.. If it isn't. "I feel like the quality of our athletics will be
diminished."
The rules were approved at the NCAA convention, Jan. 10-12. They
extend the NCAA's requirement of at least a 2.00 high-school gradepoint average to a 2.00 average in 11 core-curriculum courses. They
also require, u 01 1914, that student-athletes must make satisfactory
progress in a specific bachelor's degree program in order to maintain their eligibility.
The test-score- requirement drew the most criticism, particularly
from schools with heavily black or lower-income students. Such
students do not generally do as well on'Standardized tests and the
rules will diecriminatiligainat them sad certain schoois. educators
argued.
Currie countered that the rules, though they will hurt some schools'
athletic programs while leaving 'others' undisturbed, will have a
"minimal negative affect on the studeelesithlete.
- "The opportunity for a college Weddell is not being deeded any
student-athlete.- Currie said. "It jest &mos the types of WNW*

lions he can attend." Three options will exist for students who cannot
meet the new standards, Currie said attending a Division II or III
school; performing satisfactorily for one year at a community college. then transferring tc a Division I school, or making satisfactory
grades the first year at a Division I school, then becoming eligible for
three years of athletics.
Curris pointed out the average ACT score for an MSU freshrr an is
slightly above 10, second highest in the state. Thus MSU won't be affected by the rules as much as other schools in the state and its competitive standing in the Ohio Valley Conference won't be hurt.
Yet an ACT minimum of 15 "may be a little high" for MSU and
other schools whose students score around the national ACT a yetis,
Curris said, for some students perform well with scores lower than
1$. Currie would prefer the score requirements be slightly lower, and
expects such action will be considered at future conventions
However. Curris voted in favor of the proposal because the choice
was between having "some sort of external measurement of the
ability of students to perform at the college level," and having no test
score provision at all.
The latter is what at least some MSU mulches would prefer Test
scores are not a fair or accurate masers of a student's ability to perform,they feel.
"A lot of times you see a very talented athlete who may not be as
good as a less talented athlete who has a great deal of desire and
determination lobe better," and the same holds true for academics,
football Coach Frank Reamer said. A couple of current MSU athletes
probably didn't attain thou scores *hen they entered school, but will
graduate and be M1CCellifIll in life, Reamer asserted.
Reagan pointed out that test scores have been falling nationwide,
and is sure some MSU athletes would not have qualified under the
new rules. He doesn't oppose other prpvlatons of the rules, and ?vie
nith schools ana athletes Ulu biter " to &set those keit-akin
- wets.
But he adds. •'I'm not sure what they can go about the test wares.
George Cheponis, a volunteer academic and career counselor for
the basketball players, likewise supports stronger academic standards but doesn't like the test score cuteolf.
Cheponts, an assistant professor of rehabilitation counseling, says
the athletes he works with are "pretty much the norm" academical-

ly, as compared with student... a to, aft• hot III athletl, Although ony
player, Vada Martin, became ineligible this year be, .use of made
quate grades, others chi very' well Mike 141mi. a transfer student
who will be eligible to play next year. maintains a 3.11'J in engineering,.
physics and NI*
A 4 0 avesage fall semester
Yet athletes have defiumds 1111 their time other stiolerits do not
Cheponis 'points out Besides having to occasionally miss
classes while on the road, they have to work out three- hours a day'
from the middle of October onward.
The Academic Policies Committee of the Faculty Senate will be
reviewing the rules for possible endorsement, though a recommendation to the senate won't necessarily be made, chairman Iloward
Giles said He has seen student-athletes in his economics classes who
are both "very good and very poor, an assessment that jibed with
that of W I. Pinkston, also of the economics department
"I don't think they're appreciably worse than the rest of the student body," Pinluton said, and some, sucA as former all-4)V(' football player Eddie McFarland, have been exceptional
One of Reagan's main concerns is because athletes are in the
spotlight they are being segregated, in effect While there have been
much-publicized cases of athletes being pushed through college
without being able to read. Reagan said, he feels confident there
have been such instances among non-athletes
"I don't have any problem with requiring academic standards.in
school, provided they're not directed just to athletes," lteagan said
Students in other extra-cumcular activities such as debate and band
should also be subject to stiffer requirements, if athletes are going to
be, he maintains
Reagan and Curris both attended the NCAA convention, with t
ris casting MSU's single vote The convention featured an unosually
heavy representation of collne presidents.
•
his mfigivingsliTiout the test-icor* figures, Curtis feels
passing the proposal was necessary
"If you believe in the concept of the scholar-athlete, you must gear
your priorities to the student's academic success. If youhelieve that
participation in intercollegiate athletic programs is a privilege. nOt a
right. that privilege must be earned through a demonstrated ability
to succeed academically."
•

•
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Local company files complaint against highway deportment
a

1942, requires access to a public
Owners
a sand and gravel
highway with a proper weight
operation lipeated on U S 641 N in
. Calloway County have filed a com- limitation and "ttus access can be
plaint in Calloway Circuit Court , adequately provided to U.S
Highway 841. which has the proagainst the State Department of
per weight limit for the operation
Highways for denial of access to
of such a business."
US 641
According to the compliint, the
Hobert Paul and Beverly Welch.
owners of the sand and gravel requested access point was used
by the Departmeht of Highways
operation which is a subsidiary of
• Paul Welch Concrete Produrts. for the constniction of the read
and remained open six to eight
filed the complaint Jan 73
Gary H Haverstock, attorrul
representing the Welchs, reports
that the operation is located near
Charlie Miller Road on the new
WASHINGTON AP)
The
Highway 641. about one mile north fragile support for a
bipartisan
of where old 641 branches out "
Social Security rescue plan is
According to the complaint, the threatened by a dispute
over raissand and gravel operation, which ing the retirement age,
with a key
was completed in the summer of congressman
saying he will oppoSe the entire package if that is
done

months after opening the highway
for public transportation.
This. according to the record,
would indicate that the opening
and access paint SO the Waachs'
property was safe for public
transportation and not a
hinderance to traffic or obstruction to traffic
The Welchs claim that as a
result of the acts performed by the
highway department they tthe

Social Security plan threatened

Prison escapees
captured, returned
to penitentiary

That issue and other problems
facing a $168 billion package
drafted by the National Corhriussion on Social Security Reform
have cropped up during House
Ways and Means Committee hearings which began Tuesday

SPRINGFIELD, I cnn Al',
Two escapees from the K era ur
State Penitentiary at Edit:, %illy
have been recaptured and returned to the Kentuck pri si in
Robb) Cole, 28. of Hillsboro
Ohio, and Johnny K Sullivan, 23,
were captured Wednesday near
Springfield, sonic 60 miles friim
the Kentucky prison . The two
waived extraditom and were
returned to Edtlyvtlle - Wednesria
night and liglged in segregated
cells
The inmates eS4 aped Jail
b!,
overpowering a work Nu
then locking the supervisor and
the rest of an initiate work crew
into a storage room
Commonwealth's Attorrie thu
Cunningham said the two would
be charged with eStape and with
holding hostages during. Ours( ape

faitgoing Health and Human
Services Sel Tetary Richard S

Setmeiker and Social Security.
Commissioner John A Svahn
were testifying today on the
retirement system's financing
crisis, which the adrrunistratinri
has said will leave Social Secunty
without enough money to cover
benefit checks after June
The reform commission's proposal calls for payroll tax increases, a six-month delay in July's cost-of-living Increase, a lev),
on benefits going to middle- and
upper-ineorne retirees and other
steps to produce $168 billion over
seven years, as well as wipe out
two-thirds of the system's longterm deficit

KEA meets today in Louisville
d'ISVILLE, Ky 'AP ,
About Ai legislative proposals are
to be acted upon by delegates at a
two-day meeting of the Kentucky
Education Assik imam
The major issue to be handled
during the two-da) meeting.
which opens today, will be a
recommendation to increase Kentucky teachers' salaries to , the
average paid their counterparts in
Seven surrounding states, said Joe
Vidliams. chairman of the group's

-Delegates also will be asked
consider a proposal that calls for a
"strong, viable collective bargaining statute •• he said
Williams said his committee
received more than 4,800 survey
sheets from association members
with recommendatuks for K EA's
legislative program. „.
The proposabi will be put to a
membership vote at the Meeting
and the ones that pass will be forwarded to the 1984 General
Assembly. he said
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TVA's increase may decrease

Welchs) have suffered great and
Irreparable damage due to the
denial of the access point.
Haverstock reports the Department of Transportation has denied
the access point in reliance of
guidelines which state that once a
highway is designated as limited
access, the highway authorities
can regulate, restrict or prohibit
access to and from the highway.
The cowl record states •'The
Department of Transportation has
arbitrarily denied an access point
without consideration of obstruction to traffic, public safety or the
necessity for such access point for
the usage of property"
The complaint states only the
views of the plaintiffs
Haverstock says the next step is
to "wait for the response from the
highway department" s's

I Continued From Page I
11-8 miles north of Greenup in nor, trucks went off in different directions Police cited two of the lead
theastern Kentucky. Stout said
The gasoline truck, owned by trucks for deliberately blocking
Lewis Transport of Camp- traffic, officials said.
Bob Kessinger. owner of Tameo
bellsville. was fired on earlier
Wednesday on U.S 25 about seven Dispatch, where many of the
miles north of London, state police trucks came from, said the
said Traffic was diverted for drivers thought public visibility
was the only way to drive home
about two hours while leaking
their need for higher freight rates.
gasoline was cleaned up
In Louisville, at least two dozen -They cannot exist and continue
tractor-trailers massed on In- running their rigs at the rates they
terstate 85 during the Wednesday are battling for now," he said.
Jim B. Finch, 26. of Smyrna.
afternoon rush hour, moving south
at less than 10 miles an hour and Tenn., told state police he was
reducing the normal congestion to threatened while delivering
building supplies from Internaa bumper-to-bumper jam.
Traffic was backed up for tional Paper Co. in LaVergne,
Tenn , to Tarter Building Supplies
several miles by the tune the
in Somerset..
Two men in a white pickup truck
pulled alongside on U.S. 31E, six
miles south of Glasgow, showed a
shotgun and warned him on
citizens band radio not to drive on
the Cumberland Parkway, Finch
. said.
Continued From Page 1
Brown Jr., Louisville 'Mayor
State police said he continued on
Harvey Sloane and Lexington his way after reporting the inci•
lawyer Terry McBrayer.
dent.
Several of Hubbard's staff who
Five men with "On Strike"
appeared before a grand jury in signs picketed the Union 76 Truck
Washington apparently were Stop on Interstate 75 at Corbin.
questioned about the time:: they said general manager Tommy
spent working in Kentucky on the Norman. "I. don't have any
campaign and arranging political business. They're getting on the
functions.
radio and intimidating the
Hubbard has been re-elected to drivers. I've got one truck out on
the -U.S.-Moosefourtimes- without the parklng lot right now:Normalsignificant opposition.
ly there would be 30 or 35."

Hubbard...
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Norman said he was called to
repair four trucks that had airbrake hoses cut while parked in
the area "and six guys threatened
my mechanic. We've had to sweep
up our driveway twice. They
covered it up with nails."
There were no pickets at
Truckers World on 1-65 in central
Kentucky. Clerk Susan Crady said
trucks continued to go by on the
road, but business had dropped
off.
"We're sort of busy in the
daytime, but at night they're
parking," she said.
Louisville food distributors said
they were .receiving deliveries,
but were beginning to experience
t.s.wirnsatt,
deS
president of Hershfield Brothers Inc., said trucks
were taking about twice aa long to
arrive and "we are paying 25 to 30
percent more for freight."
-The truckers are trying to get
a little more since they are out
there ducking bullets now." said
Bernie Kastor, a produce buyer at
the 'Louisville Produce Terminal
Association.
"Lettuce, broccoli, celery, cabbage, squashes, potatoes, we've "
got a real good supply right now,"
said Robert Dattilo of Joseph A.
Dattilo & Sons, which supplies
about a dozen Louisville
restaurants. "But give it about a
week and- we're going to be tier--
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Freeman's comments came
after directors approved TV A's
first rate cut — a 10 percent discount,on March power bills — and
authorised a study that could lead
to rate cuts of up to 6 percent
Uirough September.
The one-time discount on March
bills will reflect rates on electricity used during February, usually
the seven-state Tennessee
Valley's coldest month
The discount was made possible
by a 144 million surplus found during audits of the federal utility's
1982 books.
'This action indicates that we
have no urge to hang on to any
more of the consumers' dollars
than we feel like we need to
operate our system," Chairman
Charles Dean Jr. said.

Truckers...
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By TOM EBLEN
Ampciated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 1APi —
The Tennessee Valley Authority's
1984 rate increase should be less
than the 2 percent to 8 percent
staff members have predicted.
Director S David Freeman says
"That. was based on the
numbers we had at the time we
submitted our budget several
months ago," Freeman said
Wednesday of the recent staff
predictions
"If you assume that we're going
to continue to operate the system
without any catastrop/ues, I think
that we probably will not have to
go more than 1 or 2 percent higher
than we are now," he said "And
maybe we'll get by with just going
back to where we are now"
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

LeT„,

Hog killing time was both a social event
and way of life on Calloway County farms

Adjusting from
national to
global economy
Deep In a recession, we are shifting from a national to a global economy. In the birth pangs of a
world economy, the hope is that trade interdependence will promote international peace. In
the death throes of vital American industries, the
cry is being raised for protectionism.
The wrenching effects of steel plants closings and
auto manufacturing layoffs have hit the
Midwestern and Northeastern industrial towns with
• vengeance. The image of giant industrial complexes abandoned and gone to seed is an image that
haunts the American political and social landscape.
Death is a part of industrial, as well as biological.
life: and the demise of one era of industry is preparing this country for the next era. Change is in- evitable, but whether we become the beneficiary of
victim of change is a matter of resources.
technology, resilience, flexibility and vision. .
Take the fast. first. What will the next industrial
era be like?
Global in competition. Instead of General Motors
competing ageinst Ford, U.S. auto manufacturers
are already competing against auto manufacturers
around the world. Many domestic industries, which
once stressed competition with each other, will be
thrust into competition with foreign counterparts.
That means that labor and management will have
to compete toe to toe with foreign labor and
management. As* plant closing towns like
Lackawanna show, the stakes will be high: life and
death for industries, employment or joblessness for
workers,survival or extinction for communities.
How can America adapt to meet these conditions? The pioneers forged the combination of stubbornness and resourcefulness that encouraged immigrants from the Old World to cast off their comforts and confront the wilderness — toil and survive. The new industrial frontier is the world
market. And to gain that market, American
business must have the products that the world
wants to buy, at the prices the world can afford to
pay. '
Basic research is the mother's milk of industrial
innovation.' Scientific discovery depends on education, which this country has allowed to decline.
Breakthroughs come in solitary minds and in immense laboratories. America needs both in order to
compete with other brains and labs around the
world. Antitrust legislation that was designed to
prevent American firms from cooperating in basic
research, for fear of creating a monopoly, has
become anachronistic in the global market, where
countriei, not corporations, compete for innovation.
Japan, for example, has gained entrance into the
computer market by combining government and
private research dollars to create a 64K computer
chip. American firms, barred from }coining
together, have lost a 70 percent share of the market
to the Japanese.
Congress must redraft the antitrust laws to
unleash the cooperative energies of American corporate reseach. But in the redrafting, it must be
careful to protect small firms from price-fixing and
unfair competition. It is the small companies which
are responsible for much of the inventiveness and
innovation that are the hallmarks of - American
genius. The personal computer, for example, Is the
innovation of small companies using big companies' research to create machines the big companies didn't think would have a market.
"The United States has never had an exporting
policy; other countries do." That is the critique of
the chairman of the National Association of Manufacturers. Bernie O'Keefe. He suggests that
Instead of the American government raising protectionist boundaries to keep foreign rnanufacured
goods out, it should more effectively help American
business to bell US. products abroad.
It should. Foe', as the Yankee traders showed,
good trade partners make good neighbors. And in'
the world where communications are instantaneous
and transportation only a matter of hours, all nations are neighbors.
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If I could turn back tune. I know
• • • what my dad would be doing about
MIS is the first of three. colnow. He would be killing the three or
umns Mr i;.irrott has written
four hogs he always fed out for meat
about rather common practice
for our table.
on Callow:0 Countt (arms In
was thinking about that on it
vs ears past but which SeefIlN ti
snowy afternoon recently as I visited
be fading from the .cene
with my 80-year-old friend. Jodie
nowadays hog killing
Cochran, and his wife. Clara. in their
• • •
farm home on Poor Farm Road
They live about three-fourths of a
Too. hog killing time was_ just as
mile west of the old Ross Grocery at
much a neaborhood social event as
Penny on 92 acres, 40 of which Jodie
it was a way of, life in the country
bought in 1938 for 12.250.
Both men and women from adjoining
Clara is Jodie's second wife. She
and nearby tanks would come to
was married for 11 years to Coy Anhelp, and the same unselfishness was
drus, for'many years an assistant
afforded them when it came time for-county schools superintendent in
them to butcher their hogs
Graves County A brother of Carnie
They thought of it sort of a hog
and Stanford Andrus, here in Mur- • killing swap," but no one kept book .or.
-ray, he died in January-011979
hmerards
. • •.
Jodie's first wife, the former Ellen
Mae Hale and a sister of the late
It was a fun day as well as a hard.
Bradburn Hale, cited the next month.
work day with both the men anti
They had been married 58 years
women laughing, talking
and even
Then, in July of 1981. he and Clara
spreading a little gossip, I imagine
were married.
as they trmuned the meat. reo.ilered
• • •
the lard, ground the sausage and did
We started out —Jodie. Clara and
all the things involved from the times
simply talking about hog killings
the hogs dropped fatally shot to their
in a general, old-fashioned sense, but
knees in the field to sacking the
before I knew it, Jixlie-had become a
sausage
talking encyclopedia in this popular,
At day's end, everybody would.
traditional farm activity of •lhe .- head for home, weary but happy at
olden days."
the thought of having helped a
Hog killing was very much a part
neighbor: and, generally , with a
of a farm family's life in the early
generous helping of fresh meat and a
part of the century.'Some still feed
sack of the new sausage for their own
out and kill hogs for meat for their
table
tables, but nothing like the numbers
could never tell you even a few of
of those who did 50 or 60 years ago.
Jodie's hog killing experiences and

know-how in the space Ledger &
Times Editor Matt Sanders allots in.'
for a single column
So, this "t;alley "svill bc the first in
a !WM'S of three in which I hope to
paint for you a mental picture of
what a Callow-ay County hog killing
was like in the first half of the ten
tury at least as it it a• on the Jodo•
Cochran farm
Although he hasn't butchered any
hogs since 1970, Jodie hatput up a lot
of fresh pork in his day In years
past, he worked • a lot of hands•' on
his place and always had horn 1.000
I.500 pounds of meat in his
smokehouse to help satiiify their appetites
Jodie iffyw up in the Farmington
area of Graves Counts. and he vo iii
Is recalls starting to school-at the OH
Hayes School in the southeast part of
that county in 19041,
Ile instantly recall; the rno.t
minute detail's of his father's killing
and butchering of 13 hogs in 1410 with
the help of Jodie anti his two
brothers, Jits tim in sisters and
neighbors, the names of oilcan he
reeled off as if it all hail taken piaci.
yesterday
we had all the butchering
cleaned up, the lard rendered ariffthe
sausage ground and' sacked bc 3 or 4
o'clock that afternoon.- he laughed
"Hog killing time always has been a
big event on the farm and e%f•r- N body
swapped help when it came tone for
it

•

•

•

•

While ins dad preferred to butchcr
his hogs in the bone-chilling itas s of
January or February . Jodie. +Alio to
me bears a marked reserriblence to
our late ['resident Harry Truman.
said he always preferred to butt ..er.
his in November.
'This past Novendwr %mild
been ideal." he said, stretching allt In
ins favorite chair there in Olt'
I belliAt.
l'IVII1VSS of his hying 100111
have butchered hogs snort.. time.
my shirt sleeves than I I.% 4.r did oat]
a coat on We alway S St.tficii talking
hog killing when 'November rt filed
ilr.)
tutl
1si1
:
.
1 went on to tell tne that he kill
i-ct three to iii.. hogs ever\ ...it to
years, and he had St/Ille fat
stli./1•:
,dbOUt

t

pr-at hug:, that

Ire' felt made the lie:a meat
For example. lie.j•refei i'*1 41\
to WeIgh_bl:tWeell 32, and
110[170\
anti. he

liked
f

-

ha%
.1

DM

k.•11

riti

\

hi.
hog, 1,••
they flt.in - t
have a lot of fat I
their. 1111'.1i
14:1\ rave arid tender and the% .lidn't
•
.4ut air excessive amoura
-

heSe ,

Meat - 0.1e.

_
If cou-ootild like to fey& iit 011,1
butcher a few hogs next fall frro
now that "lizird time." -seem 344
Creeping back on us again,
nnoit

...teh fair next Tw•sita,
In it. Jiwin, %Imre, 50111,• of fits is

periences on the kind of piwu tins
find how to - hring'en, along" tow,.:
the big tia
Yourhog killing day
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'AMERICA Is ON THE MEND:.
pREsiDENT RAN

•11111.3 .ffehry %a.. Stamm

business mirror
NEW YORK i APi
In every corporation there are executives who
come close to winning one of the top
10 to 30 jobs only to derail - that is,
become demoted, transferred, fired
or retired.
Those seeking quick explanations
may attribute it to the Peter Principle -- that the executive rose beyond
his level of competence - or perhaps
to the possession of some fatal flaw
The Center For Creative Leadership dug deeper, and while it did not
have developed any laws of success,
since chines was found to be too important a factor, they managed to
find some consistent patterns .
They found,for instance, that what
might have been a candidate's
strength when be was farther down
the ladder, can become a fatal flaw
higher up. Such as ambition or playing politics or overmaruiging.

by john cunniff
"Every strength is a weakness
also," say Morgan McCall Jr and
Michael Lombardo, who did the
study Loyalty, for instance, can be
reinterpreted as overdependence or
narrowness or cronyism, they said
The scholars studied many careers
for the center, a nonprofit, educeUonal and research group begun in
1970 with assistance from the
Richardson Foundation, named for
the Vick Chemical Co. family.
Those who arrive and tlx
Who
derail are more similar than different, say McCall and Lombardo
They are very bright, are identified
early, produce fine track records,
have flaws, are ambitious and make
many sacrifices.
But arrivers also may have.
characteristics that separate them
They 0o more different kinds of
things well, maintain .. composure

thoughts in season
By Ken Wed
While there are no battles that cannot be fought, there are many that
cannot be wan.
For those of us who occasionally
fight battles we cannot win, but
which we feel need to be fought
anyway, here are some words of encouragement _from "author Ken
Kesey
The thing he was fighting, you
couldn't whip it for good. AU
you could do was keep on whipping it, 'till you couldn't come
out any more and somebody
else had to take your place.
These words were spoken by the
main character in One Flew Over the
Cackee's Nest (1K1). He was in-

sane well. sort of.
Plans currently are underway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughts in Season," a paperback
collection of the author's columns
which have appear*in the Murray
Ledger & Times. There will have to
be MO requests for the book to warrant • secon4 printing. Those wanting to order-the book, at0per copy
for advance orders, should contact
one of the following people: Marti Erwin, Irma Lalrollette, Susan Hart
Alida Graves, Euple Ward, Clara
Humphrey, Alice Milton, Gerry
Reed. David Roos, Max Hurt. Betty
Lowry or Rao Wolf.

Ten years ago
Stacey Adams, daughter of Mi
_awl Mrs rash Attain:, and Settlur at
Calloway County High School. and
Joe Itesig. son of Mr anti Mrs Jahn
flesh.: anti senior at Murray High
School. have been selected to receive
the I Hstinginshed l'otith Award go-rri'
inp:trinictlf of
monthly by the
the Murray Woman'.Club
A review iii tla. perftirmarice by the
National Ballet, sponsored by Min
•
CIVIc \NNW ANSte 'anon. fan Feb
'Stair
1 at I.ovett Auditorium, Marra,
publislief Itsl.1% It
Unt%erNity
it titter' by Norinne W Mir!
The Senior Cititeris of the lia:4•1
Community met Jan 2..) at the home
of Mrs Braille Whitt'
l% past.' ot
Ili,' 1(0•V ./4•1111
the K irksin United Methotlf.t
Church
In high 5,111k,! 11.1 641'111.111 •!.1111••\
Calloo as County heat Sedalia and
Miirray twat Ballard 'aunt % High
- team scorer. were Janie-, V. 4•11.• for
Calloway Pitman for Sedalia. Ray
14111r for Nilo-Fa% and Henderson to!
Italiarut
Twenty years ago
The Murra Callooay Count% ln
thistrial Foundation Fund Is IllOrt at a
new total of 8E/2.850, at cording to
Janws Johnson, executive sit trial N,
of the Murray Chamber a if -um
mercy
Iteaths reported include Mrs 1.:11.•
Si:1101.7U
Initiated as two tiiionbers of the
Murray Rotary Club at the meeting
rut the Murray Woman's Club House
were Amos Tackett. hull McCiriston
anti Glenn Wooden
-Recent births reported at the Mut
ray Hospital liii lude a girl to Mr arid
Mrs Carl Jones, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs Archie Griggs. a girl to Mr arid
Mrs Charles Miller. boy•to Mr arid
girl to
Mrs Charles Lannon and
Mr and Mrs Clyde Smiley
Donna Ruth -Grogan, daughter of
Mr and Mrs Iron Grogan. was mar ,
ried to Clarence Woodrow- Herndon
Jr son of Mr and Mrs C W Herndon, Sr . on Jan 31 at F'irst -United
Methodist Church

under stres.s, handle mistakes with
past. and grace, focus on problems
anTi solve them, and get along, being
outspoken but not offensive
McCall and Lombardo found that
the flaws in all executives tended to
show when one of five things happened
. They lustaLima who had cov
.
far their weaknesses
They entered a job for which they
were not prepared, usually coupled
with having a new-toss whose style
was quite different
They left behind a trait -of little
problems or bruised people, either
because they handled them poorly or
moved through so quickly they failed
to handle them atall
They moved up during an
organizational shakeup and were't
scrutinized until during the
shakedown period
Thirty years ago
They entered the executive suite,
Elected as officers of Calloway
where getting along with others
County Farm Bureau at meeting at
under conditions of high stress is
Murray State College Little (*Now!
critically important
were Hansford Doron. president.
These wart-revealing events in
Harrell Broach, vice president. anal
themselves may not have been as imli.H
secretary-treasurer
portant as holy the executive dealt
John Lassiter is retiring president
with them, the authors say. Very
Bobby Hargis, son of Mr. and Mrs
often, they say, an executive may
,Frank Hargis, is stationed with
derail during such crises through in.
United States Army at Camp Pickett.
sensitivity to others Under Stress,
Va
some of the derailed managers
"Lady called in yesterday to say
became abrasive and intimidating
that snapdragons were blooming in
Among the more serious flaws.
revealed in the studies were betrayalor; her neighborhood, also other auntmet flowers." from column. •'Seen &
of trust, overrnanaging and failing to
Heard Around Murray" by JitliteS
delegate, ambition and politics, failWilliams.
ing to staff,effectively, inability to
•Rebec‘a Tarry will speak at the
think strategically, inability to adapt
Mission Study Institute for Blood
to a bass with a different style, and
Riirer Baptist Association WMU to be
overdependence on an advocate or
at Fir* Baptist Church. Murray.
mentor.

•
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AT DESK — Mrs. Mahlon (Susie Frizzell is
shown at her desk In the ASCS Office from which
she retired Jan. 22.

Your Life" in verse and
drawings depicting the
highlights of Mrs
FrizzeWs career with
ASCti •
Mrs Frizzell was
presented a gold chain
and ( harm by David
Riley from the ASCS
Employees and County
Committee
Steve Alton presented
her with a pair of brass
candlesticks from the Soil
Conservation Service Off
A 'Certify ate of Service in Recognition of 41
Years of Service for
ASCS•' as presented to
Mrs__ Frittr11 by Jun
McPherson, District
Director from ,the Kentucks State ASCS Office
McPherson also
presented her a letter of
appreciation from Lillian

Lodge to meet Saturday

Hart from the state office
in Lexington
T•. mple Hill !Ado No. 276 Free and Accepted
Mrs Frizzell started Masons will meet Saturday. Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. at the
work in 1937 with the lodge hall. Work will be in the Fellow Craft Degree.
AAA, working, oetti—.-1 sneNStanleY Scott. master of the lodge. invites all Fellow
married Mahlon Frizzell Masons to attend
in 1941 She left the office
to be with her husband.
In 1545 she started back
to work with the departCub Scout Pack No 57 will have its annual Blue
ment, then known as and Gold Banquet on Saturday. Feb. 5, at 6 p.m. in
PMA She has worked the social hall of the First United Methodist Church.
continou.sly since that Each farney is to bring own food, utensils and
tune except for a period beverages'
of time rearing her
After the banquet, awards will be presented and
children ,
Vic Milner will present a program on "Karate." All
Mr and Mrs Fm-tell Cub Scouts and their parents are encouraged to athave two sons, Charles tend, a spokesman said
Frizzell of Victor, Colo ,
and David Frazell of
Murray They also have
Colts and Fillies 4-H Horse Club will meet Monthree grandchildren,
Anisha. Matthew and Ian day. Feb 7. at 7 p.m. at the Jack and Jill Day Care
Mrs Frizzell said ' I ('enter F:ach one should bnng judging books to the
have always enjoyed my meeting, a spokesman said
work with ASCS and will
miss my co-workers and
Murras -Calloway Camera Club will meet Monall the nice friendly
farmers who come to the day. Feb 7. at 7 p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library. Christmas pictures and slides will be judgoffice
She said she has no ed All members and interested persons are invited
definite * plans for the to attend, a club spokesman said.
future except to rest and
do things she never had
time to do before her
retirement

A,

Banquet to be at church

Horse club plans meeting

Camera club will meet

Award given

•
NMI
PRFSENTED CERTIFICATE — Jim McPherson.right. district director from
the Kentucky ASCS Office, presented Susie Frizzell, left, with a certificate at her
recent retirement dinner.

CAMBRIDGE. Mass
Julie_ Andrews
1AE
played a. woman playing
a man playing a woman.
so what better recipient
for a Woman of the Year
Award from Harvard's
Hasty Pudding Club.
which stages musicals
start- y .11K male
undergraduates in
roles.
Miss Andrews, 47
played the unusual role in
the film ''VirtorVictoria " She'll get her
"Pudding Pot" at the
university Feb. 16.
On Feb • 22, director
Steven Spielberg gets his
pot as the deblit"Men of
the Year" for "WT.. The
Extra-Terrestrial,—
about an alien neither
Male nor female.

CARAT

( ARA T

;NOY

CHAPTER QUEEN — Gina Moines has been
elected as Valentine Queen for 1222-112 by X1 Alpha
Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. She pledged in 11121
and this year holds the office of recording
secretary. Gina and her husband, Steve, reside at
RI 1, Hardin. She is employed at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Gina's picture has been
sent to the International Beta Sigma Phi office from
which an international queen and her court will be
chosen. On Feb. 12 Gina will receive her crown
from last year's queen, Eva Crank. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Gentry, Murray.

$399

For 1

Nine Murray State University students have been
selected as the air staff for "News 11" and "Friday
Magazine," productions of MSU-TV 11. "News 11,"
a live half-hour newscast at 6:30 p.m., Monday
through Thursday, and "Friday Magazine," a halfhour news feature presentation at 6:30 p.m. Friday,
are both student written and produced.
Students on staff are Alan Zacharias, Scott City,
Mo., junior: Laura Anderson, Fremont, Ohio,
senior; Gerry Emig. Eddyville, junior; Tony Winfield, senior, and Jeff Turley, junior, both from
Cadiz; Shelby Martin, Paducah, junior; Jay Bertschy, Gambier, Ohio, senior; Bonnie Workman,
Clarksville, Tenn., junior; Rich Kupchella, Murra,
freshman. Executive producers are Mark Barden,
broadcast reporting instructor, and Jim Wilson,
director of TV studios.

Coldwater
club hears
Chuck Foster

Years West Ky s Seafood Specialist

-

FRIED SHRIMP SPECIAL

1,995

$

Mini Gulf Coast Shrimp (A Plate Full) Fried To A Golden Brown Serv
and
ed With Mouth Watering Hushpuppies, Creamy Cole Slow
Choice of Potato

0.11,0.11UVW Or
Uhli VI NIA, PK:lupe II ED

$399

7:05,9:00

THESE DIAMONDS ARE UNSET. HOWEVER
WE Will GLADLY MOUNT THEM IN 14K
SOUTAIRE RING MOUNTINGS FOR $88
OR PENDANT MOUNTINGS FOR $58

1 Diamond
14K. Filigree
Heart & ,
Chain

The Kentucky Lake Stamp Club will meet Thursday. Feb. 10, at the library at Paris, Tenn. A
discussion of "back of the book" material with emphasis on the revenue issues will be featured. All interested persons are invited to attend, a club
spokesman said.

Every Monday, Tuesday 8. Wednesday -

1 Full
1-74(/V

$799

Stomp club plans meeting

SEVEN SEAS
RESTAURANT

C ARAI

k()%4

The Murray Art fluild makes an advance notice
of a pillow contest, open to the public, in conjunction
with the Guild's Founders' Day- Celebration to be
Friday, May 6. and Saturday, May 7, on its
premises at 103 North Sixth St. The guild was founded May 7. 1967.
There will be an entry fee of 81 with the amount
offered for first, second and third prizes to be determined by the number of entries. Further details will
be announced later, but it is time to _start working
on those pillows, a guild spokesman said.

Students named to staff

HERE'S THE ONCE IN A UFETIME OPPORTUNITY
TO PURCHASE HEART CUT DIAMONDS
AT A.SPECIAL PRICE TIl FEBRUARY 14th

t.

Pillow contest planned

Mr. and Mrs. David Burkeen. Rt. 1, Dexter, are
the parents of a.son. Clint Brandon. weighing ieven
pounds one ounce, measuring 20-14 inches, born
Thursday. Jan. 20, at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have another son, Chris, 2'7. The
mother is the former Bonnie Parrish.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bob Parrish, Rt.
I. Dexter, Mrs. Louise Washam of Benton-and Obid
Burkeen of Ahno. Great-grandparents are Frank
Parrish of Rt. 1, Dexter, Mr. and Mrs. Osro Butterworth of Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Hervie Henderson
of Almo and Mr. and Mrs. Rice Futrell of Murray.

Another World.
Mother Time...
In the Age
of Wonder.

1/2

Love graduates at Keesler
Airman First Class Angela G. Love. daughter of
Jerry and Delon'Love. Rt. 2. Hazel, has graduated
from the United States Air Force Air Traffic Controller Course at ICeesier Air Force Base, Mississippi.She now will serve at RAF.Mildenhall. England,
with the 2147th Communications Group. She is a
1981 graduate of Stewart County High School.
Dover,Tenn.
Graduates of the 16-week course learned procedures to regulate air traffic and direct aWtPft to
radar-controlled landiggs and passed the Feral
Aviation Administrati-MTertdication examinat
They also earned credits toward an associate
degree in epplied science through the Community
College of the Air Force.

Clint Brandon Burkeen born

Warts Teeserrew

1/4

Ledger a Tunes

datebook

Mrs. Frizzell feted at retirement dinner
Mrs. Mahlon Susie
her position with the ofFrizzell was honored at a fice of the Agricultural
retirement dinner recent- Stabilization and Conserly at the Ca!Iowa) Counts vation Service
High School Cafeteria
A special program was
She retired Jan. 28 from ()resented with a This

*

Seven Seas Fabulous
Friday Night

8 Diamond
HEART
Cluster

SEAFOOD BUFFET
Served from 5 Till 8

SHAPED

Snow Crab Clusters
Fresh Fried Oysters
Gulf Coast Shrimp
Boiled Gulf Shrimp
Seven Seas Fish
Scrumptious Onion Rings
Fried Okra

central c•nbar 782-3314

$88
CHARGE IT WITH OUR -E.Z- TERMS
SORRY. NO LAYAWAYS

Tender Frog legs
Oysters on Half Shell
Baked Whitefish
Fried Clorn Strips
Delicious Hushpuppies
Potato log..
fabulous Salad Hof

Only '998

LIMITED QUANTITIES OFFER ENDS FEB. 14, 1983

Regular Menu Served From 1 p.m. on Friday

.1E% 1.1116
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center-Murroy

Don't Miss It! !
Save On Prints
Molly Artists
c;titti litti

Richard Sloan

Open 4 p m Mon Sat
Highway 641 North
aftwisul st 161-Sal

)
14

Susanne's Sate
Ray Hdr- ti

753 4 1 1 1
Murray KY

Ciuy Coheleach
'

1 j

111

Lucille Potts opened
her home for the meeting
on Tuesday, Jan. 11, of
the Coldwater
Homemakers Club.
Chuck Foster, Trust Officer of the Bank of Murray, presented a very informative discussion on
"Probate of Kentucky
Estates._" A question and
answer session followed
his talk.
The trust officer stressed that everyone needs to
make a will and said it is
Important for women as \
well as men to know what
to do in ease the spouse
dies.
Landscape notes were
discussed by Mrs. Myrtle
Byrd.
Games were directed
by Mn. Coteil Bazzell,
recreational leader.
Other members present were Mrs. Ronnie
Bartell, Mrs. Elisabeth
Haneline and Mrs. Esther
Shanklin.
Visitors were Mrs.
Cody Adams, Mrs. Nancy
Haneline, Mrs. Ruth

Hoke, Mn. Magdelene
Manning and Mrs.
Harvey Hurd who showed
some at her handwork.
The seat meeting will
be Feb. II at 1 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Ronnie
Ram&

Don't Miss It! !
S )ve On Framing

Harry "ntl<

R«

(1

HJn-Ipton

More

l'at.fr.S INV WI 1444-4 V. Iss...14.1b14.14 & 14144-%. Diamilat F ebnian 1. 19.1

Engagement of couple announced Griggs-McCoy wedding to be Feb. 25

"4141111100Wir

Wedding dote
to be announced
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Joe
Williams of Clinton announce the engagement
of their daughter. Anetta
Jo.to Danny B. Perry.
. The groom-elect is the
son of Mr. and Mrs Amos
Perry of Murray.
Miss Williams is a 1977
graduate of Hickman
County High School.

•••

A fall wedding is being
planned.

apie
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Anetto Jo Williarrti
engaged to Danny B. Perry

Community calendar

-

Thursday,Feb.3
Thui'iday.Feb.3
Practice of Murray List Church.
Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star
Youth book study of
will be. at 6:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church will
lodge hall.
be at.6 p.m. at home of
Jeff Palmer.
Murray Civitan'Club
will honor clergymen of
Friday, Feb. 4
Murray and Calloway
Hazel and Douglas
County at 7 p.m. at Centers will be open from
Homeplace Restaurant, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m, for acHighway 121 North.
tivities by senior citizens.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at F'Alis
Center.
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
,
.
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at lodge
hall
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information gall 7594087
•
or 7534089.
Bea Walker Group of
First Baptist Church
Women- will-meet at-7:30
p.m. at Porne of Mrs.
Charles Hale.
Winter Book Study will
be at 7 p.m. at First _Bap-

Saturday, Feb. 5
Saturday. Feb.5
social hall of the First First Baptist t'hurch will
United Methodist Church be at 6 p in at home of
Jeff Garrott.
Square and round dancChildren's Activity Day
ing will be at 7 30 p.m at for .ages 8 to 12 of
First
Woodmen of the World BIA dist Church, will be at
- Hall
11 a.m. at FellowShip
flak
Temple Hill Lodge No.
Sunday.Feb.6
276; Free and Accepted
Mr and Mrs Jesse
Masons will meet at 7
Heath will be honored at
p.m at the lodge hall
a reception in celebration
•
Mothers *Morning Out
Alhobs Anonymous of 50th wedding !anniyerknit be at 9a.m. at First and Manor' will meet at 8 sary from 2-to 4 p in at
Christian Church.
p.m in western portion of Cuba Baptist Church
Livestock and Exposition
Mr. and Mrs R M
Greater Paducah Area Center.
Vance will be honored at
Parents
Chapter of
a reception in celebration
Without Partners will
Ham and egg breakfast of their 25th wedding an-me-et at 8 n-m.. -at.. wilt -be served from 7'to 9
niversary from 2 to.4 p.m,
American Legion, I.egion a.m.. by the United
at Hazel Baptist Church,
Paducah.
Methodist Young The couple requests
Vellti.hip" of the guests not bring gifts
Winter. book study will Palestine Church at the
be at 7 p.m. at First Bap- church.
Chili supper will be
tist Church.
served from 6 30 to 830
Field trips to observe p.111 by the United
Youth book study of bald eagle will start at 9 Methodist Youth
First Baptist Church will a.m. and 1:30 pin. at Fellowship of South Plea-of Woodlands Nature sant Grove
be at 6 p.m. at home
Church at the
Robert Lyons: "
Center. (And Between church social hall
the Lakes. For reservaSeventh and Eighth tions call 1-924-5602. exField trips to observe
Grade Girls of First Bap- tension 238.
the ball eagle will start at
tist church will " have
writ.- and 1-.341-pm at
their Lock-In at 7:30 p.m.
Winter book study will Woodlands Nature
—
SattirdaTreb.
5
- be at 7 p.m. at First Bap- Center, Land Between
Cub Scout'Pack 57 will List Church:
the Lakes. For reservahave its Blue and Gold
tions call 1-924-5602. exBanquet'at 6 p.m. in the
Youth book study of tension 283.-

VIRIA'

Mr and Mrs Billy Joe
Gnus and-Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Schoborg, all of
Benton. announce the
engagement and - approaching marriage of
their daughter. Miss Mitzi Melinda Griggs. to
Michael Dean McCoy.
son of Mr and Mrs. N9rval D McCoy of Benton
Miss Griggs is the
granddaughter of Mr
and Mrs James N
Marsh,Sr , and of the late
Mr and Mrs „Clifton
t;nggs. all of Benton
The bride-elect is a 1980
graduate of Marshall
Counts High School and
eurrentls is an employee
of Wal-Mart at Benton
Mr* .McCoy is the
grandson of Mrs Hattie
Elkins and the late
David Elkins of Muray
and of Mrs Bethel McCoy
and the late tildron N1cCoy of Benton lie also is
the great-grandson of
Mrs. I/Ora Vasseur of
(*Avert City.
The groom-elect is a
1980 graduate of Marshall
County High School and
attended_ Paducah Communit) College— lie is
employed at Calvert Cit%
Warehouse and Storage
The wedding will be
• solemnized On Frida ..
Feb. 25. at 7 pin, at the
Bethel Baptist Church.
Gilbertsville
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend
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Price Sale

Still In Progress On
Fall And Winter
Merchandise

.

t-Ve are pleased to announce
that 1:atittny
hrtde-elect
of Afark INxins, has selected
her pottery. crystal and
Ce..S01-It'S from
our i•omplete
bridal 1-efr.:istry. Tammy :and
.11ark will 130 11):11TiVli 1'01. 19.

Open 9 6 Mon Sat 98 Fr,

7e sit
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OPEN FRIDAYS
Tit 8:30
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR BIG
INVENTORY OF WINTER FASHIONS,
& SAVE ON SUPER FASHION SELECTIONS!

INTIM WINTER 510( •

COATS
NOW /
1 2 PRICE/

Famous labia* for lose

Red Sticker
Sale

ENTIRE WINTER STOCK

SWEATERS
1149

.

/
12

Nor

PRI(}

DRESSES

1
2
SPORTSWEAR /

•

take an extra

1149,a, 6 %AO :4

/
1
2

20% Off

tato/

Hurry, don,.1 mess the savings! Three days only! ,
Thursday,afrid43,y and Sotuidayviebruary 3rd. 4th. 5th.

11/6i

TO

A oPP

AM II

NOW
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r

A To%

16

HANDBAGS

OFF

FOUNDATIONS
so.2soov.
•/
1
2TO 1/I •
OFF

•111,
0.%AM

NOW /
1 3 TO /
1 2

OFF

ENTIRE WINTER STOCK

SHOES

Reguicif 18 00 to 65 00 Vo

paw

NOW
.

'II

,

Control Shopping Coster

/

Hwy 641 H.,A4m111. 753-7191

Mario. is 00',es 00 voivi.

OW

/
1 2 TO% Off

/
1
2 2/3

)11

SLEEPWEAR

1/&,

TO z ta OH

•••

LINGERIE

ROBES
i

20"

I

MARA

BOW

2 PRICE
WINTER BOOTS

JEWELRY
Porm.

on all merchandise-that
has already been
marked down 40% to 60%

ISOTONER

ACCESSORIES

2 PRICE

',

NOW

TO

•,
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From the desk of lean W. Cloor, extension ogent for home economics

Choose candles for worm, fragrant effect
Candles iidd' a tuft
warm glow to your home
when you entertain (fur1 g dreary w inter
weather F:%'efl the candle
fragrance adds a special
mood But not all candles
are created equal
Of the two main tspes
of aruiles, paraffin and
beeswax (an 41 I 4manufaeturers say
beeswax 4 andles ar c better S11111 1111' fa%
material Is, Maki' thrill Is

inore •1iffu ult to obtain.
bees% IS 4 aridly, are „Aso
roofe experisis e
Paraffin Andirs 1 On
tain from s,kin,'141 per( cut
paraffin with the re•..'

.
straro a, id
(h I\. The higher
1014 clads's- •II stearin
wore es erils burning
tiotahle 1144. 1 46111/14'

AIM
the
the
and
Va111

Sin, 1' 11W 111'M- 1n 11114

1// -

111/1

11:11

IS

1111'

1:1 1/1 1

1111111 .111 1 1
1/li%

4,14

andlcs
reputable

candies you Use, keep the
total design inmuid when
arranging. them For
greatest impact. cluster
candles on tables or
fireplace mantels rather
than scattering them
throughout the room Add
interest to the arrangement by using different
designs and styles of
candlesticks and holders.
Almost all candles are
labeled (triples and
smokeless. et r4ny of
us have, had dnpless
candles spot our best
tablecloth This can be
caused his an imperfect
• ointanation tel V.0 k !•1/4'
candle diameter and
melting point of the wax
Es-en with the perk( t
condonations, aircur•
rents. irregular-shaped
candles, crooked wick%
tilted t atones or candles
that are -grouped 14141
closely can cause •Iripp.
ing
—TO-Mike a eandle TOit
easils at a dinner or
party . char the wick
ahead Of time Keep. the ,
ruk trimmed to no
longer than one-half inch
and be sure a is upright
before soil light-it If gw..
flame is ton low on a • an
III'. pour off the melted
wax I ion't let dirt, wick

ttw Mr and style of the
candle holder
Cs linders, or pillars.
are of one width from top
to bottom. usually two inches or more in diameter
The) are designed to
burn down into the center
and Vein to gloss from
within
Cy tinder candles will
burn longest because of
their size and ttw cylinder
• an be reused even after
the • enter 4-ore has burned isaas satin's by placing a small cy finder or
soh( candle inside the
avits
Vohs.,;111' S111:111 cylin(fro al. 4 andles usually
less than two inches high
'sed in a suialJ glass cup
or other de..orative con.
tamer, the • :milli. is lirddell and 1)nm/1111'1 glowing effect
%chili tislIii. v.41'.'IS add
4•neepiarter inch of water
?n ye glasses before
n rtine. the Candle ThiSsnuff the flame when
the • isiolle burns too low
and. will keep- the metal
disc on the beatimi of the
votive V.14 k from bl*/ 11111'
hot 4144 11:11 ki1111 the
glass - •Fter whirr also

itortie to, a
manilla, tor
cami tty
offer
•: Tapers are
inns 4Ion,' and sli•nder and pro
41414-c the I•itglitest arid
most fl..tti
In:111..but _
43144 (boil, Mori* quo kl%
Mat(--ti Maki-, it o-a.sirt
(410-i
[cool, .45.1 dianictri out t hir 4.141 44:ix
•
t.ip4 Ad.- :inlikS
WII:ito•vt•r st

•Wel Moot Sells foe Il••••Well Mott Soils fol 1••••W.1 601..4

I .• •(Ai a
Empires 2-6-113
641 N. Croatia' Center
Mon.-Sot. 9-9
Sun. Noon4

g :rern
irfai1584

_ a

I

Qtips
•

1.56

1.17
0-Tips Cotton Swabs

I. 10

salf•

97c

1.54

Cute. Po:ish Remover

Vaseline Intensive Care

• rua

1•1•1111•••1 Sr*, I", 11••••

Wel 11101•(‘

%ells

liSI

1.'

wax contains • colored
The old blotting
paper and -hot mon
method is no longei
recommended. since it
can set the dye forever If candle wax should
spatter on a wood table
top. allow the wax to dry
os ernight Then place
aluminum foil over the
aaity area, wet a terry
ashcloth with hot water,
wring it out and place the
steamy cloth on the foil
for three to five minutes
This will soften the candle wax enough for you to
pu k it up with .our
fingers While the wood is
Still warm, rub the sure along the grain with
is soft cloth
Final!). remember to
keep candles away from
flammable Materials
Slways extinguish.
candles before leaving
the house or sleeping

THETA SPEAKERS — Peggy Williams, left, director, and Carla Amrico,
assistant director, Adult Activities Clem for Handicapped at Comprehensive
Care Center, top photo, showed slides and 'peke at January meeting of Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Dr. Don Brock, left, bottom photo,
director of Murray-Calloway County Comprebendve Care Center, also spoke at
the meeting discussing both the Mental Health and Mental Retardation Depart___ of the center. Brock talks with Opal Howard, right, department member.
Margaret Cavitt, department chairman, presided and Wilma Beatty, department vice chairman, introduced the progrem. Hostesses were By Seamen
and Anna Mae Therms

5.11, 4,,,

WAI:MART
Super Savings From
Chesebrough Pond's

Vaseline Petroleum Jelly

trimmings or match
stubs collect in the top of
a candle
'Nail place candles in a
draft as this will make
even a perfect candle
drip If the candle must
be placed in a draft, place
a hurricane shade over
the candle or protect it in
some way
Even with all precautions, candle wax 44111
sometimes drip To
remove candle wax from
fabric. let the wax harden
and then scrape it off +4 ith
the dull edge of a knife_
Sponge .II1S traces I f the
stain with (-leaning fluid
or. if safe for the fabric.
pour boiling
Ater
through the spot
Although a mixture of
(Kw part alcohol to ttvo
parts will remove some
41s e stains, it's safest to
have the item prolesmortal's handled, if the

• Was M.., S•••

is• Vv.'

FRIDAY
SEAFOOD BUFFET
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

•

•

ST VALENTFNE'S DAY DESSERT — Sweet
cherry molds served with a delectable custard
saute.

Special dessert given • Martin's Chapel Chatter...
Activities featured in community

By CECII.Y
boiling; pour over gelatin
BROWNSTONE
and stir until dissolved.
AP Food Editor
Stir in rose, almond exTo use as dessert for a tract and reserved cherBy SHARON MYATT
St Valentine's Day par- ries. Chill until slightly
The people in the
ty. 1 hope you'll like my thickened ; stir to Mason's Chapel coinchoice of sweet cherry distribute cherries.
munds have been involvheart-shape molds-served
Makes 2 and 2-3rd cups. ed in several activities
with a rich custard sauce. Turn into eight 1-3rd cup (luring the months of
i's ember and January.
It's a pretty offering The heart-shape molds. Chill
molds themselves are Until set. At serving time,
Their most recent
light and refreshing, the umnold. Serve with challenges included learsauce sweet and satisfy- Custard Sauce. Makes 8 ning the tricks or survival
N'Ithi,mt...eketficty Aren't
ing.
servings.
•
we spoiled! I [Bissell ravIndividual heart-shape
CUSTARD SAUCE
ing light. water . and
molds -ate—available in
1 cup milk
heat, but I didn't ever
many variety stores.
3 large egg yolks
realize how much I
howse w a re sections of
1-3rd cup sugar
depended upon electricity
department stores ahd
Pinch of salt
until I discovered I
(ookware boutique's.
1 teaspoon vanilla
couldn't tspe a paper for
They're usually inexpensive and I consider them
In a small saucepan school on the electnc
worth having on hand. heat milk until bubbles ts pew titer. I couldn't
However. if you like, you appear around edge; open is can with my electric can opener. and I
can use molds of some keep hot. In a heavy
other shape. Just make quart saucepan, with a couldn't curl my hair
sure these have plain I not whisk, vigorously beat with a curling iron
It really hit. mc then
(onvolutedS bottoms, for together egg yolks, sugar
how
badly I needed a few
the best effect
and salt Whisking conCHERRY MOLDS. . --stantly, pour the hot milk lessons in survival Those
1 envelope unflavored - in a steady stream into— little luxuries I have and
fuse everyday really
gelatin
the yolk mixture.
16 or 17-4)unce can .or
Cook over low heat became luxuries when I
jar light or dark sweet • without boilms 1. stirring couldn't use them I
cherries I packed in constantly, until mixture decided to be thankful for
heat, lights and water
heavy syrup'
evenly coats a metal
and
forget the typewritI cup rose wine
spoon. Place saucepan in
Le teaspoon almond ex- cold water, stirring often, ten paper, electric' can
opener and curling iron'
tract •
to cool custard quickly
Custard Sauce, recipe Stir in vanilla Turn into a Needless to say. I believe
everyone survived by one
follows
bowl, cover surface with
Sprinkle gelatin over (4 saran without pressing way or another and all in
cup cold water to soften down: chill Makes about Our community had electrical power by Wedne;about 5 minutes. Pit 144 cups
(las
or Thursday
cherries if necessary:
This ts a rich sauce so
The
church had a very
dram, saving syrup, and only 2 generous tablesnice Christmas program
reserve. Add enough poonfuls will be needed to
on Dec 12 followed by
water to the cherrs syrup serve with each of the 8
refreshments. All of the
to make 1 cup; heat until cherry molds
children and several
oung adults of the
church participated -•
FUNIVAIT SWUM
GRASS =TN
. Brooks Underwood had
the chicken pox and
'3O%
IONS
didn't gt•t to be a
5 SIKI
FREE FRE1C•H
shepherd, but Johnny
Mil
NO CUTTING CHARGE 5
said he wasn't greatly
ifif
*err
*OW
disappointed He enjoyed
"sliPePor
*OW
the attention he got while
1554 Wee64 id
ESN Wes SA id
cooped up with the
101660•6 Sell• 164-MO
MOWS 511-514 SIN
chicken pox The proIA

OFF

8'-13'

AV

eaturing. Home Style Clam
Chowder, Boiled Gulf Coast
Shrimp, Oysters on the Half- Shell, Breaded Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Cod Fillets Fried to a
golden brown, Shrimp Fried
Rice, Breaded Ocean Clam
Strips, Select Breaded Oysters,
Breaded Fillet of Cod, Assorted
Hot Vegetables, Solod Bar,
Cheese Bar, and Dessert Table:
Children 495

Adults

7
1625

Keniake State
esort

gram was written and
directed by Janie Under.
wood.
Many thanks to Janie'
and the kids for an enjoyable program Steve
I.yons built a stable for
the program and donated
it to the'church to use
each year at Christmas.
Mans'thanks to Steve.
We wcre glad to have
Ruby E. _Howe. Dub and
Margie Lyons.' Willadean
Brandon and Sammy
Crutcher and wife as
guests at the Christmas
program. I believe most
members of the community had a 'nice
Christmas .. and enjoyed
the holidays even though
we had a lot of rain to contend with.
We express congratulations to Eddie Linn and
Sandy Jeffrey upon their
marriage to be Feb. 12._
We wish for them and little Tanunte much happiness. We hope Sandy
gets rid of her butterflies
before the wedding
We were glad to have
the Rev. John. Brent
Underwood and ,wife,
Mildred, in church Jan. 2.
We're glad to have them
visit whenever they get a
chance
We were also glad, to
have Ray, Bonita and
Adrienne Dunavant in
church Sunday, Dec. 26.
Rueben and Katherine
Chrisman couldn't
believe the quietness in
the house after little
Adrienne left after having been there almost
week -during Christmas.
Birthday wishes are extended to Eddie Linn
.whose birthday was in
December. Happy Birthday to little Tammie Linn
on her first birthday
which was Jan. 211. Other

LAST CRAKE.
Suckingliam Rag Lib

GRAHAM fit JACKSON
&

For Th• Rorucuks Moo
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

Traditional Midisfor Yea and Mama
Disisised Castor

Are Having Their Final Markdowns
New Racks Of$10415Items
•
•

7
.17
:
74

-1.71017-

SALE

birthday wishes for.
January go to Audie I.inn,
I.arry Chrisman, Daryl
Coles and Frank Coles.
Sympathies are extended from the church to
Jimmy Myatt and Ann
Osborn upon the death of
their grandmother. Mrs.
Lorena Myatt. to Karen
M. Coles apeo the death
of her grandfather, Mr
"[Jude" McKinney. and
to Evat Underwood upon
the death of her niece,
Paula Erwin Kinton of
xxington
Brooks A Underwood
has a new puppy named
Pepper. He ts just about
invited everyone in the
church to conic see it. I
hope all the visitors
haven't scared the little
Collie off Brooks is really
proud of that puppy.
We have found a permanent Mr._ and Mrs.
Santa Claus . for the
church. That is Gary and
Carol Newliort. It would
be interesting to see who
makes the. best Santa
Claus, though, Gary or
Bob Waldrop? Bob
played Santa Claus this
year also. We didn't know
we had so much talent in
the church, and especially two Santa Clauses!
The church is looking
forward to several Lent
services. Dates and times
will be published and we
hope Ip have many
visitors from the comWe're looking
munity
forward to some spring
weather, too!

Marriage
takes pace
at halftime

NEPTUNE, N.J. (AP,
— Nicholas Fortson put
on a Washington Redskins T-shirt and invited
friends over to watch
Super Bowl XVII — and
AO look on as he married
i s sweetheart at
halftime. The bride wore
a Miami Dolphins Jersey.
"We figured that, since
everybody was going to
be here watching the
game and we'd have a
captive audience, we
may as- well gat married
during halftime," said
the bride,Geri Hayes,49.
She were white slacks,
a blouse and the kneeMph green and white
Dolphins jersey. The
groom were pay slacks
*and a red and white
shirt
Waaftegkin- Redskins logo.
When Mayor Joseph. •
Pepe performed the
cenmony Sunday, the
were Isadhog 17It
the Redekins woo
V-17.
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Carlin attends Washington meeting
Dr. James B. Carlin, a
profeassir at Murray
State University, attended the winter board
meeting of the Publications Committee of the
Association for Childhood
Education International
IACElt in Washington.
D.C.. Jan. 29-30.
Carlin. who divides his
faculty responsibilities
between the Department
of Special Education and
the Department of Instruction and Learning.
both in the College of
Human Development and
Learning, is among 24
Pr. James B. Carlin
members of the committee:
••
editorial advisory council
It includes represen-\ of the Journal for
tatives from Canada and 'Childhood Education
England, as well as from which presents theme',
across the United States.
each year as determined
One of Carlin's commit- by the Publications Corn
tee responsibilities Is mittee
membership on the
Carlin said the themes

for 1913-84 are "Thinking
and Learning Strategies
and Styles" and "New
Arrivals," which is concerned with the reading
and language problems of
refugee or immigrant
children in all countries
The Publications Committee also makes decisions concerning all new
publications and repnnts
of previous ACE! publications ACEI produced 21
publications in 1982, with
a total distribution of
16,000 individuals and institutions

with a New Year's resolution.
Mrs. Buster and Louise
Dunn, hostesses, served
refreshments.
Other members _present were Alice Steely,
Robbie Blalock,. Virginia
Duke. Margaret Roach,
Topsy Brandon, ()la
McIntosh. Della Taylor
and Mary Crutchfield.
Guests were Leslie
Steely, Marie Wyatt and
twin daughters, April and
Tina, Maude Grogan and
Chip Taylor.
The club will meet Feb.
8 at 1 p.m. at the home of
Robbie Blalock.

Girl proud of new face
NEW ORLEANS t AP)
-- For most of 16-year-old
Tina Bredensteiner's life,
other children stared and
laughed at her deformed
face. But now surgery
has made her so confident that she used her appearance in an awardwinning science project.
This sounds cruet, but
when 1. was little, Inv
mother I would push me
outside and lock the door
so I would go outside and
play with my friends and
become closer. If she
hadn't done this I would
probably still be in the
house hiding in the corner," she says.
The surgery ended all
the stares and giggles by
building her chin and upper jaw from almost
nothing to normal proportions.
The doctor who performed the operations,
Dr. Larry Wolford, was
among 1,100 at a joint
convention of the
American Association of
Orthodontists and the
American Association of
Oral and Maxillofaclal
Surgeons this weekend in
New Orleans.
The doctors talked
about cases such as
Tina's and developments
in the surgery, which
Wolford said requires
teamwork not only between orthodontists and
oral surgeons, but gum
specialists and others.
"Sometimes we put
bone in, sometimes we
take bone out. If we put it
in, most times we'll borrow a little bit from the
hip. On some deformities,
sometimes we'll take a
rib."
He said the lower jaw
often can be made longer
by cutting it horizontally
and sliding part of it forward.
"The body just fills in
any of the bone gap

areas," he Said in an interview Saturday. "Also,
almost all the surgery is
done from inside the
mouth. So there are virtually no external scars."
Dr. Frank Hilliard, an
orthodontist who works
with Wolford in Fort
Worth, Texas, said
receding chins are one of
the biggest reasons for
such surgery -- although
only two to three percent
have problems as severe
as Tina's.
"I would say the major
motivation is probably
improved appearance,"
he said. He said about 60
percent want mostly to
improve their looks, and
the remainder want to
improve their teeth and
bite. He also estimated
that 75 percent to 85 percent of the patients are
women between the ages
of 21 and 34.
Tina Went through the
surgery almost exactly
two years ago, when she
was 14, she said in a
telephone interview
Saturday from her home
in Carmel, Ind. She said
she had asked about it
earlier, but doctors told
her she had to wait
because her jaw was still

growing.

Lose Weight!
QUICKLY SAFELY
NATURALLY

Booklets published by
the ACEI and released in
1962 include "Children
and Stress," -Changing
Family Lifestyles." and
"Their Future Is Now ••
Carlin, a faculty
member at Murray State
since 1969, is the adviser
to the campus student
branch of ACTA Students
representing the local
branch provided leadership sessions for students
at the two most recent
stud) conferences of
ACE( in Little Rock,
Ark and Atlanta

U Ft

IF YOU NEED FURNITURE YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS THIS SALE
'ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF QUALITY FURNITURE IN THIS AREA
This is only a porti II.is.tA.A
..oily other items not kiCit

SWIVEL ROCKERS

LAMPS

11

30 To Choose From

/2

2 PRICE

Over 100 To Cheese From

BEDROOMS
1-4 pc. aleitogessy,
chceck design, mows
size bed, triple dresser
sad Narver, chest is
chest sad night stead 2180.00
1-4 pc. pine grove.,
with dos, dental
meeldiag trim. Dresser
with tri mirror ead
'dory, cone noel post
hessibeerd, armoire sad
2169.90
sight steed.
Pooches and Crowe,
ciessk Preach design in
eat** off•whito with
wick stripe. Poster
hod, night steads,
desks, botch tops, cetera salts, dressers, and mirrors.

1 -111erisaset loose pillow
heck, nylon- strips in
brewe, gra end beige
1 -Jamison Early
American, wood trim
beige, mirth end cream
too* Narcotism
1 -Jamison avian sire
loose pilaw hock strip*,
, copper, brown sad beige
1•Jamisse movie site
multi-pillow back in
/
1 91 beige sad bargandy
floral corten
41.
I • Jamison streight line,
plaid Ryles covering in
brown, groan and beige

/
1
2
lh

/
1 9i I •S pc. chrome dinette,
'
1 42" elm formica top
4
table with use filler, 4
I/2 'missed vieyl arm chairs

/
1
2
/
1
2

1-5teleed Pities swivel
rocker, beige testerei Mirk
399.95
1-large mid oak rocker,
shaped spiel beck with
saddle met
279.95
/
1
2
2-Fairfield Imparted
bombe* carved tab
Asks, came becks and
reasevable Noe frees
melted cesbisee
199.95 is,
2-Fahlieid wrap one
2,1.95
keep eheir la bite velvet
es-

1/

00000

arm •IP

ye/am Iftentra• abd•01.”11
le mows*•*a um iv.. ammo..
oft,
•
wrap.

/3 ;See' 1

799.95

/
1
2

Jamison

799.95

/
1
2

799.95

799.95

699.9S

1-8 pc. solid *eh, 48"
round Formica top
podestel table, lighted
chime with glass deals,
errs, hack chairs
2781.00

- 1-7 Pe, dark oak, resod
a' 4i:footslog table, '6 bow
beck risks

1-3 pc. urfe, levoseet
sad chair, lerly
American who, beck with
weed trim I styles piaid,
beige, rest sad Moe
1749.95

*

whip b beige sad ear%
tame fedora weave
371.95 es.
mobil rocker,
bog is test
dosodootoot • 2”.95

KIMBALL
PIANOSO
MB& RGANi
I

DINING ROOM

I -Fairfield Martha
Washington styli,
mallegeey frame le Moe,
poach mod geld stripe Immesh 249.95
1-fairdield swivel richer
279.95
la seeded oast velvet

3.97
P0;40% •1
Ounce Wows

*FREE DELIVERY

PRICE

/
1
2

SOFAS
1.1111erimeet lees. piliew
heck with or. pillows,
festered fabric m
mid earth tomes
899.95
1.Merimeet straight Nee
I yellow cotton floral
herder print
699.95
14 pc. staistei reties
We, chair mod oilmen.
Navy cense priat
2012.00
1-klerimont Chinos,
Chip/medals, pooch las.
retied damask
899.95
1-2 pc. beige nylon with
maple trim. Sirtterscetch
1299.95
wettest* wetts
1-Merlmeat Lewis. with
arm pilows la brown,
mirth, geld sad rest stripe
799.95

!'

SOFA SLEEPERS

CHAIRS

iti

rRONAY
MITE

SALE

-1r. Li Ft 1E7

1/2

1

Ø.

hmrilnan s

Lydia Sue Collins gives lesson
at meeting at the Buster home
Lydia Sue Collins
presented a lesson about
"Probate of Estates" at
the January meeting of
the Paris Road
Homemakers Club at the
home of- Mattie Lee
Buster.
A newsletter ,on
"Challenges of Living
Alone" was given by
Faustene Walker, club
president.
•
Lucille Grogan
presented the devotion on
"January, A New Year"
with scripture from
Psalms 51:10 and Ephesians 4:31-32.
Members answered the
roll call by Sally Henson

SPEAKINi•
Members o f the
Woodmen of the World
Court 728 in Murra)
recently presented the
Hugh liou.stool.ong Term
Care Center of , Murra)Callow a) l'ou t )
Hospital with a new
public address s)stem
On hand for the presenta
bon were, from the It-ft,
Tht•lma Parker. Cin,l)
Ragsdale. the activities
director in the center,
Stella Hurt Robert.,
Ward, I /oris Rose ,in1
Kathr)n I /utland

1/2

/
1
2

1512.00

k99.95

MISC.
1.Coasele by lionrodoe.
heed painted in Toucan
aeld entiweed with natal
desired pews, doers
1325.00
1.8oes chest, nests*
ook with hatcher Mock
top. Glass peels for display
499.9S
1•Dosk, brass legs sad
-stretchers, distressed
weed top with sae drawer
379.9S
1-free cabinet, lighted,
space ter 10 gees, locks
ea all deers
399.95
1.Nell Tree, atippendele
dosage le eatispre
fretwork over mirrored
beck, brass begs with
spec* ler earbrales
349.93
1.3 Pc. table presetsp
by liseredes. Pelisse,
eve pedestel recited,
2-ette *ewer ceseatedes 711.00
1-Cecktall hits, box •
wed shape. Ohms tip
with bress Wee
259.95

Truckload
Bedding Sale

1/2
/
1
2

.1/2 All Sizes
All Qualities,,
c
1/2 All Prices
/
12

Of Jamison
Bedding

ft

y2 All On
Sale

•

/
1
2 save
/
1
2 Up To
/
1
2

•

/
1
2

•
a •

Twin Size
Rey

e

S... S.'9(.

Regular Size
$359 95

/
1
2

$ 19 5
N..$17995 NO.2
BOY
SAVE 3120"
SAVE 3140"
REdCliERS
Queen Size - King Size
ALL GREATLY
4)2919" 0.'439995
REDUCED
F.rThissa.
Pfice Pe Sc' $499

200 loS

SAVE s200°°

•
-.romp

14e6 Price,I:ef Set $649 W..

SAVE'250"

.411.

\11.iR 1111 MI
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storing body parts in her Shirley Jean Cox also pirefrigerator for her depu- qued the interest of
t
coroner husband, Johnny Carson, host of
NBC-TV's 'The Tonight
Show"
If the show's board approves her appearance,
she will discuss the trials
and tribulations of a life
with body remains in the
refrigerator and an occasional corpse in her truck
because of funding problems in county governKing Size

•10dANSVII.1.1-:, Ind
.
When she gairwd
n3itional attention for

-/

Ber-13-Q Rib Plate

Lb cooked wt.
of Sot.II-0 Ribs
Choice of Perste Salmi
Freed, Fries er
Teter Tets
kited Swims
Toasted tons
Or the Itepolwr Ili Plate
with '2 posit of Ribs

fl

The county cannot at''lion' to build a morgue, so
; Ow and her husband.
)Chier Deputy Coroner
Earl Cox. routine!) store
evidence from coroner's
cases in their borne when
laboratories aro' closed
Her truck was used to
transport corpses when
the coroner's office vehivie was unavailable
Mrs ('ox, a Vanderburgh ('ount) cOITIMISsinner, re( eived a call
'from a researcher for the
_,Iate-night talk show Mon-

day asking whether she enough. but corpses in Evansville Chamber of television exposure for
would be willing to ap- her car were too much to Commerce. already is Eaansville.
"He's all thrilled about
pear on the show
bear
talking about the pracMrs. Cos said the
She lobbied for a pro- tical benefits of national getting factories for
researcher had a difficuft posed morgue - Asa taxtime convincing her that payer As a county comNASHV11.1.E. Tenn
"We want to make sure
his interest was authen- missioner, she remained
tic
silent on the issue 4 AP i - A pathological it's ours. To my
Mrs Cox said she had because of her obvious technician has been sent knowledge, nothing like
to Bowling Careen. Ky . to this ever happened here
heard so many jokes conflict of interest
about the body parts that
Mrs Cox said she does deternune if a fetus found before,- Stone said.
she first thought the call not know when she will in a load of laundry was "When things like this do
was a hoax
hear from The Tonight from a Nashville happen, it's usually a
Finally, the researcher Show" people again The hospital
case of someone not
The one-pound. 10-inch following hospital prooffered his California researcher said he would
phone number and told present her story to the fetus was discovered in a cedures"
Kevin Kirby. the depuMrs Cox to call him show's board, which load of laundry from
Nashville's Metropolitan ty coroner in Warren
back She said she then determines the guest list
realized. much to her
He promised to call her General Hospital County, Kv
chagrin. the call was if the decision is made Employees of the Bowlreal
that her story is worth na- ine Green 1.men Service
He asked me if I would tional television ex- found the fetus Tuesday
AP)
HARLAN,
night
be willing to fly out there posure
The pathological Ten people were arrested
Cox. who has not been
and be a guest, all expenses paid.- she said I asked to appear on the technician was sent in connection with a
not for the show, said he advised his Wednesday to Bowling series of raids on bootlegsaid I would
comic aspect but for wife to reveal the gory Green. about 60 miles ging operations in Harlan
SerIMIS r reasons
details of using her vetu- north of Nashville. to County, according to
Mrs Cox told county of- cle as a hearse, but she determine if the fetus was Kentucky State Police
Eight were charged
ficials last month that chisured him- Ile said from General Hospital,
body parts in her their son:who works for said hospital red- with felony violations of
possessing alcoholic('
refrigerator were bad the Metropolitan ministrator John Stone

Pathological technician involved in case

MOWS:

COW3101111kr
Ircococi.ItilLaielkoakt.
e Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!

8-7
Mon.-Set.
Prices Good
2-3
thaw
2-9

Martha White
Plain or Self Rising

FLOUR

69

lb.

Bonus
Special
One With
515.00 Order

Il=er pia* 5i,00 Asemiiewil Piprehese
1ichp4int le•ecre 11 Deity Products

NI* Pail tacit*

0741PitiNt tiCS

CORM

311 PEAS
pill 39c HOMINY
MAC. & CHEESE
3fil DIMMER
3189c PANCAKEMIX
NO/ Part islIts ei• Plitt

Oar Pad

CABBAGE
TailOCCOL I
ii RANGES
P* iTATOES
CARROTS

RUMP ROAST

Evansville and getting attention for the city - put.
tang it on the map," Co*
said.

War Pat Lasswitatt
inatiral

JUICE
49c DISH LIGUID
ne $129 7IISTUrillif

the fetus and said it appeared to be 24 months
old.
Officials don't know
how the fetus got into the
laundry, but Kirby said it
is possible the fetus was
overlooked
"If it had been wrapped
up in a sheet it would
have been very easy to
accidently put it to a
hamper," he said

beverages in local option
territory, third offense,
while two others were
charged with
misdemanor violations of
possessing alcoholic
beverages for resale
'The arrestS came during raids at nine bootlegging operations Tuesday
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HEALTH

SUPERSAVER

'Best Friends'darkened

Chipper

IIMIWS of Wrier* neve,
Ir
a ialifile8
rnmayi theaters

Exercising the heart

romantic comedy stars)
They argiae, kiss and
make up, then argue
again, and then kw and
love Whervold folks are niakeup
The usual stuff
allowed to appear in The course of true love
romantic"romedies and
t'r did run smooth
they aren't alloued to apneyy aren't. however,
pear too often they are
Ute n
I thought they
•e• cute its the romantic :night
be The trouble lies
with the script It isn't
What ue. don't t•xpet.t in cle% yr enough
or cute
romanti, ,',medics, enough tee let them be
hour...yr is the elark side %
good
of being old At first
ote, there. is a smatterglance Ilawn•s father ing of the little truths of
looks like a con% entional common life,
the kind
lusty and loveably old that elicit nods of recognicodger However. this tion in the
audience I
lust', Ii(edger is more
,foible of
at tht
iu,thytt, than fumes Ile is Rey riceld•s father, who
wipe arid with his wife dominates a dinner conand rti.isturbates with versation with a tettloW1
Playboy What•s this guy muniilogue about the
doing intiest Friends- freest ••4!: routes his son
What'. realism doing in might haye taken home I
the Ow world of roman- also :I, PI hied my head
tic - comedy ' What's when Reynolds performdarkne•ss china: among ed the egg-breaking 'Huthe pastels" 1 ioesn't -Sion b-er Hawn If you
anyone observe the pro- remember. when you
prieties arr. mon.
knock muneone's hesd
Itt he r Ise
Best with- %our knuckle and
Friends
then .let. your fingers
its attitudes [lawn and trie kit' down his
Rryrrolds are fairly - foreliC:1,1,. your
let llt1
likable. anti cute two thinks an egg is trbithng.
qualities that are down But there aren't
supreinelt imporliint in enoimh of these reeogm-

kerit forte/tar

Lawranca E. Lamb,M.D.

g;:1!]E:
1;=
71!1:zmigm1m;EndxmiIc,
.,

Rasztanttc comedies are
DEAR DR LAMB - I am fluid accumulates in the supekictal. That's their
69 years old and with my lungs causing shortness of nature and their appeal
doctor's encouragement breath
If they descend too deeply
have always done a lot of
You will understand how beneath the surface Of
exercise Then a few weeks the heart functions and hots human nature. the) get
ago I began being tired after exercise affects 'it better
walking and being short of from The Health Letter 14- the bends. Romantic
breath, even doing my to. Exercising Your Heart comedies concern
housework I went to my wines I am sending you 11th themselves with foibles
doctor, who LS an internal ers can send 75 cents with a rather than vices, the
medicine specialist and had long. stamped. %ell bumps that impede the
a complete checkup
addressed envelope f" it ti course of true love rather
He found that I have an me, in care of this newspa than the traumas that
enlarged heart and mild per. PO Box 1551. Rattle shatter love, the sexual
congestive heart failure My City Station. New York NN
problems that can be
blood pressure was excellent 10019
cured by a cold shower
and my laboratory studies
DEAR OR LAMB -%rittbeethan those that are
were fine except for-a slight Would you please Tipton',
-t.
elevation of triglycerides just what you mean by .1W.' hroni-c
and cholesterol
Best Friends, starring
immune disease' I ha%
My doctor began treat• seen this teirn in article, Golthe Hawn and Burt
rnent and from all indica- about different disease- Reynolds. stays in that
tions intends to go on treat- What happens when the' both upper sunlit zone for the
ing me Um sure he is a good becomes immune to one
ot-i-nost part When Hawn
doctor but is a specialist in its own products'
and Reynolds, a recently
internal medicine qualified
DEAR READER
Let s married Hollywood
to treat me or should I see a
start with • the segii141 screen-writing team.
cardiologist"
Immune system 1•11'
hs1 4.
Most When a germ or foreign sub visit her parents in BufDEAR READER
fain, Ilawn's
internal medicine specialists
is introduced into the
grey-haidstnc
do treat patients with heart body by entering the Aloud mother satisfies the conhod!, ventions of romantic
problems Cardiology is a dream or
sub-specialty of internal recognizes it doesn t Isclung comedies" The matronly
-medicine • The internist usii• there and. reacts to it as a -old- -WOMitft - tells her
ally refers patients with
'Meal threat tio.the both daughter that sex with
heart disease to a cardiolts forms antibodies toil In the love is terrine and that
gist when the patient has future when that foreign
unusual or difficult prob- germ or substance enters it's also terrific without
lems or requires special the body. these antibodies
procedures Congestive from- your immune system
heart failure is a common attack it and try to destro% •Wet Mart Setts for Lass •Wai Mart Spit
heart condition in older peoit
ple and a good internal medicine spes ialuit is fully quill': In ap auto-immune reac_bed to manage such tion the body reacts to some
product of, the body, itself i0
problems
if a were _a_ foreign subExercise IS - good for The stance and attacks it The
heart and circulation under foreign substances are
normal circumstances. But called "nonself- and your
as the heart becomes dis- tissues -self • When your
141Ptt
eased to the point that it immune system first develcannot- pump 'strongly ops. it learns-to-differentiate
enough, then exercise 'slim- between
self
and
•
ited to avoid overworking "nonself
That distinction
Mir, •
the heart Your previous may be lost and cause autoexercise program was prob- immune responses There
ably good for you It may are a number of diseases in
have delayed the problems that category Rheumatoid
you now experience
arthritis may be one So are
When the heart "fails- or diseases such as lupus and
congestive failure develops, some diseases -awes-fated
the weakened heart is not with blood destruction The •
-•
able to pump the blood out response can be quite
of the lungs fast enough and varied
•.•
I•t°61 " yes •••••011•11egb-i"
.
4 Pits,
'•
I
-sulssissenuarel
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. million pounds of burley
It
,
I
wiirb wanImpi
(API - Burley prices for an average price of
'
1°0 WI"
plaernmeisti by $2.37 at $182.55. Through the
IMF10le
KentackY markets on same number of days in
Wednesday as the 1962-83 the 1981-82 season, 499.6
nirspooveringr
sales season continued to million pohnds of leaf had
•
*
wind down.
brought an average price
"yaw 4
Thirteen of Kentucky's of $180.98.
01•••••pf..ce..
30 markets combined to
The high price paid
sell 3,191,779 pounds of Wednesday was $185.91
leaf on Wednesday. The on the sale of 556,334
average price of $180.92 pounds of burley at Cynwas down sharply from thiana. Shelbyville
Tuesday's average of averaged $183.32 on the
$183.29.
sale of 467,757 pounds and
Through 31 sessions Mount Sterling sold
this season, Kentucky 308,986 pounds for an
markets have sold 556.3 average of $182.38.

1/1•)f loss% • we'

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - General
Telephone Company of
Kentucky says 46 of its
operators will be laid off
Feb. 12 in Lexington and
Elizabethtown, with
more layoffs possible.
Bruce Hohnberg, vice
president and general
manager, said 35 fulltime and 11 part-time
operators are being
released because the
company is overstaffed.
Spokeswoman Dorothy
Schremser said Gleneral
Telephone's entire
system is being reviewed
and more layoffs are
parable.

General Telephone is
Kentucky's secondlargest telephone company with 260,000
customers and 2,900
employees.
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Captain D's

Chipper 2 for $3.99
Offer Good Fri

Sot

Sur

" •s
• ••• •••••

•
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•
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Captain D's.

4

seafood Li hamburgers
...like you like it!

641 North Central Center
759-9995
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday Noon-6

Saturday Morning
Madness Sale
9 a.m.-12 Noon Only

Ladies

14

•

Mart S•11s. for Less•Wel Mart Sells to. Less•Wei Mart Salle to, Loss•ti

Now
Entire Only
Stock
600

,

A•

P

INAI:MART

•

Velour
Tops

Burley prices fall Wednesday

Operators to be laid off

tion scenes to make Best
Friends a really good
romantic Yonictly
I wouldn't let Best
Friends take you auay
from a good game of
Monopoly But if you're
going to spend the e% t•rimg thumbing through
tast month's Cosmo, or if
you're planning to cruise
Main Street just tee stay in
shape for the summer
season, or if you're going
It) make yet another
of that sugary pink divinity that ner one likes, yot)
might go see Best
Friends instead
Rated Ps; Ilauti.and
Itt.yruelds take she u.ers
together. before and after
marriage. hut we Sc'.'
them only from the situ
num- up However. Judi!
mg from the looks ou
their faces, the SreT11 to
be clip.trig theniselt
from the sternum d.ew it
hutliti. or %iellence
By the wee!, last week I
said that The Verdict u as
rated
It's net
A I.; boo It, It has
violenc c to speak of no
nuditv and rontams only
the tisliAl splattering of.
four-Ictter words, ct
rated R

beg

coo
Sole 4W

Sweat Pants

•
•

SI

Roo
Sole

•
•
•

•

Hooded Sweatshirt

11. •
4
•
16
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COMMANDOES
West German coinmandoes stormed a hijacked Lufthansa airliner
In Somalia and freed all
86 hostages aboard;

y

•
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Happy ;( •
Birthday
Kathy IA
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65°-6°° and 400
Ladies Sweaters

5.
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1

•

ASSfIriel )
c 1 ".

Colgan
Bath Beads
and
Bubble
Bath

it
to

•
•
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Ladies
Wool Skirts

• ••• ••
•••• •

•Seyeial styles to choose from

•

Volues To 15 88
Now Only

-

a

Umited

;
3

Rey 3 86

'Medium & dark plaids
solids, and tweeds
*Wool btends
•

600

100
Sok as

Atra
Razor

vontities

• •••

es,• vsi.0 a 9•1

s. •

•

•

•

•

•
•

Rey 2 22
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-

Palmolive

96

Oxydol

Dishwastv;;;-tiquid .
Laundry Detergent
•32o,

WAL-AIART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISEPOLICY - It s rout 11•1•11.1111 10 1111V• *wry sov•gesecti arm
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sports
OVC rules continue to draw mixed attention

Mirrray Ledger & Times

10, Ihurs4las I.brars f.1913

1*

good inside game." said
Martin.. :Then the rules
conunittec comes up with
this 3-point shot and there
went my game plan. •1'm
sunk
'It couldn't have come
at a worse time for us
The 3-point award for a
'Diere was no one in 19-foot shot and a 30the league over the past sei•ona shot dock are befour y ears who had a ing ti.sed experimentally
By JANE GIBSON
Associated Press Writer
Wayne Martin thought
he had made the right
decision by recruiting
Gasketball players who
v. ould strengthen
Moreht•ad State's inside

tins season in the (Olio
Valley Conference. After
a half-season, the
coaches of the OVCa
Kentucky schools
generally favor the clock
but the 3-pointer is drawing strong opposition

raised to 45 seconds, and

tiit continues to be cut oft

with four minutes kit to
play But they don't want
the 3-pointer at all.
-The distance in our
league LS not nearly a
premium shot." said
Martin. ''It's close
The coaches said a shot enough to entice an undock would be accep- disciplined player to
table if the time limit was shoot rnore often-, but also
dose enough to where it•
conceivable a player Can
make five in a row from
that distance
Morehead and Eastern
Kentucky are Intim.
about 37 percent of their
3-point attempts. while
Murray State is conneu
•
ting on 33 percent
r•eportett in today's (at- pound Carter under the
Martin said the 3-point
USFL's territorial draft. shot was like a "new toy
tains
• .4i- re offt•ring him- which gives a team first
at the start of the season
more than a National rights to players from • but the •'warranty soon
Football
- -team-_schools_withurits_area__
ran olit The NFL draft is
yyould offer_ hutt:_:. Pan'•4:1: used it more than
tho•rs' Gerierlil Manager scheduledTer late April
we should have it the
Jim Sptvatal -told- the Itflhlledhitrsftir he-it
Said
newspaper Wednesday _
CCIA's victory over the - -We've used ii ICU and
.1 know what they pay
Wolverines in the Hiise less as the season protheir first-round draft Bowl game Jan 1.
Carter gressed and the result is
choices. and we will offer was asked
which profes- our shooting percentage
turn more We'd like to sional
league he might is better;" increasing
gt•t hun on a four-yt•ar Join.
from about 40 percent to
contrast
48 percent.
"'14tin't
know
.•
said
Carter could not be
Eastern - Ceiadi Max
then- •'Maybe
use one
reached for corium-1d
4 inort infritts- the- -• shot
against
one
to
the
other
The Panthers hold
•cheapens'• the game.
rights to the 5-foot-11. 165-- get more money
- 'We __got- back into the
game the other night
atIainst Austin Peay us-

USFL team offers $800,000 to

Michigan All-American receiver/
14:11M11
fet river • Aritlioriv
i -arter has beiqi offered a
ontract worth 1144We than
1800-Mett over frit& yearsti.• Mgt! with the Situhiglin _
Panthers of the fleaellile
Ciuted -States -Foothal/
League, according to a
published report
Wok

'the three-time All-1
ati Iron, the
t raversit of Michigan
scheduled to fly to
tM
Paiithers'. - training
I amp at Day.ttai:, Beach,
1- I.1 on Saturday the
petrol! Fret• Press

if we had a won
because of it. I would
have apologized." Good
said
-I half expect to see
twirlers and lion tamers
out there on the court, it
creates such a circus atmosphere in the game,"
he added.
Murray Coach Ron
Greene said he resents
the shot because it • takes
coaching out of• basketball "
It can change the
ing It, and

whole concept of the
111Mei- Gre!,ng, said.
"like you can't stay in a
zone as long as you would
like now. Before now, you
could say. *This guy can't
keep hitting them like
that.' But now, since he
gets that extra point, you
can't wait, you have to
come out"
While all three coaches
said they have won
games or made strong
comebacks behind the 3point shot, they agreed

with Good's philosophy
that. •'in the long run. it'll
hurl you more than it'll
help you."
"There's some times it
seems necessary to use it,
simply because you have
it," Martin said **We've
been able to come back
several tunes because of
the shot. But I've also lost
three games because of
it '•
if ttfe Kentucky
coaches have their way,
the 3-point shot will be

just a memory next
season.
"1 like the rules the
way they were before
they started changing
everything around,"
Greene said. "It used to
be all you had to worry
about was making sure
your players showed up
for the game.
"I just can't see a rule
where you work hard the
whole game just to lose
b) a cobple of prayer
shots"

Louisville keeps hold on Bearcots
of free throws with 27 Coach Ed Badger, who
CINCINNATI AP -- do." said Cnon.
was disgusted with his
Louisville has claimed as----Cinetnnau, down 67-47 seconds to play.
lam-aster Gordon cap- team's poor shooting ef14th straight basketball in the second half, used
victory over Ohio Ritter uncanny -outside shooting ped-the victory with a fort in the first half.
Badger, who is yet to
opponent Cincinnati, but to battle back. The Bear- slam dunk as the final
heat .Crum, said he is
the Cardinals didn't have cats .scored nine- buzzer sounded.
-ananswered - points, get---- --*-,When -yea -titt -10 shots bewildered by- his-tearres---.-----an easy time of it.
tny twolield _goal apiece from 25 feet out, you get shooting.
It was a typijai frian"Makc D-Orris and back in the game.- and '''Shofers are Stilinge"Louisville-Cincinnati Kevtn Gaffney and a free they played at- the -end--- They start- to think- when ,
game *They - are all throw by Junior Johnson that way because they they should just let it fly.
had no choice," said I used to think practice
tough." said a relieved to cut the deficit to 67-56.
was the answer. Maybe
Coach Denny Crain after . The Bearcats 'finally Crum.
Cincinnati hit only 37 it's prayer," said Badger,
his Cardinals blew most cut the • margin to 75-72
of a 20-point read before with 1:V to play after percent of its slints and
Milt Waagner scored 22 .
previaling 79-73 in four free throvis by was hampered by a points and Rodney McLouisville defense that Cray added for
Wednesday's Metro Con- Dwight "Jelly- Jones(7ruin called a tithe *out - Welted nine field goal at- Louisville, now 1 7L3
re rence ba Ske t ba
that point and ordered tempts.
overall and 6-0, in the
Louisville, meanwhulc, Metro Conference. "Jel'They made miracle his team into a fourShots. and got back into corner offense. The tactic hit 53 percent.
-Ly" Jones had 16 points
"It's like playing in the for Cincinnati. 0-6 arid 9the game'but we played worked as Charles Jones
harder than we usually was fouled and hit a pair NBA," said Cincinnati - 10.
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Racers will host indoor tennis Friday
Coach Berme Purcell's
highly successful Murray
State men's tennis' program will open the home
portion of it.s 1983 indoor
schedule Friday with
triangular competition.
against Mississippi State
and Austin Pray at Ken
Lake Tennis Center.
Murray State enjoyed
Its most successful
season in 1962 as , the
Racers captured their
third cohsecutivr OVC
championship. compiled

a .0 lool ref-m-4 29 victor tes anti -ompeted in
the prestigious National
Int itatiiin Tennis Tournament
Purcell a three-tine.
OVC Coach of the Year.
enters his 15th st•ason as
yr tennis C11444 h te Ith
278 match wins iniilutIiri
ninr seasolls of'Nor more
wins
Murray State returns
three regulars from last
yilir's %quail
Mats
1.juagman. I4obhr Motttogiin ler%
along with
Rat

Jon Soegaard and Eric
Tisthanuner who spilt
tune in the middle of the
Racier lineup
Purcell will face two
Map'!" voids in his top sit,
P0rforniers with the
graduation loss of No I
7singles performer Tent,
Persson anti No .1 standout Finn Swartmg
We lost two outstanding platers that
represented over • 200
areer singles vi ins
said Pure-ell -You just
an t expect i,rir new
pial. ens to step

Globetrotter gets drug charge

PEP TALK - Mats Ljungnian (left) anchors the Murray State tennis team at
the No.1 singles position this year while coach Bennie Purcell right hopes to
claim his fourth Ohio Valley Conference Coach of the Year honor and win the
OVC title for the fourth straight time.

McEnroe
advances,
PHILADELPHIA • .X1'
- John Mi'Enroe opened
his defense of his singles
title in the $375,000 U.S.
Pro Indoor Tennis Championship by beating
unseeded John Sadri
4-6,-6-3 in a set:oinhround
match.
In other action, Ivan
IA41(11 of. Czechos-kivakia
topped Scott Davis 6-4, 64; Mike DePalmer
eliminated Mel Purcell 46. 6-4 ; 6-1;. Peter
McNamara of Australia
beat • Guy Forget of
France 6-3, 6-3, Brian
Gottfried defeated Lloyd
- and
BOtirne
Tomas Smi -d ofCzechoslavkia ousted
Alberto Touse of Spain 6-'
4,6-4.

.

after
it
auth. ;ties %Al,:
14r.'1, 11

aryl fill those voids But
we hope flirt can tintrituit.' to another sue
essful t ear as thet gain
experient v dowii the

nest.' : 1.% et tee
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Purci'll does retur'n onto( the (11:4", all-time top
plat erC in 1.junginan

c%in
he , ;aimed his
lugga. at Jr,' sof. Inter
\u p": I ,otcr
Nate.
plat yr-coach
Branch; to plat in aVartir flight .toni s..in 1- ran
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Hurry info.

Your discount • arts su • ermart
Do it yourself.-save big bucks!
Car & truck • arts...save 10-50%

College basketball scores

Prep scores
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CARACAS. . Venezuela
_ 1API - Stan Smith,'
- Stefan. Simonson of
Sweden.and VI(toryeci.i
- of Paraguay all earned
berths in the ;quarterfinal; of the Cacharet
Caracas Open.

.144...
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keason as .1 freshman
Sorg aaril was Ibm at No •
4 before being sidelinet(at told tear with an ankle'
low% w tole Tisthationer
ended the season tt ithi a
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Ne
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to
the

.10ttlaIl Fa/01111 .1 powerful
Ljungman was also norit
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a at and Bret ard
yrs 1,,
in lrailing the
and
sixth lit;.. I iii the I.i-traI0 Junior College
Barr% Thomas a stallfield
Puri ell also has high (tout pia% el from tiny of
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tot:inert.. a sophomore
State
A to'
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Purcell out

•

Arit Al'
Drug agents who -41141n.t
want to disappoint- fans
of the Harlem Globetrotters allowed the team's

night

conference athlete:, t.;'
receive the I Nt Scholar
Athlete .Awaril
I.jungttiari a two twosingles champion at N., 1'
imluding List season
414 mark in
compiled
1982 and has a t areer 112

•
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NEW YORK
X1'
Terry Cummini:s of t1o.
San Diego Clippers, w 1 1„
_averaged 23 5 points and
'
11 5 rebounds a game
during Januart , was
named the NBA's Rookieof thx: Month.
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Rosin Core Electronic Solder
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Save 22% to 27%
Cat No
062 64'001
- 5-oz back
062 64-00?
1 5-oz Spool
4-oz Spool
062 64-004_ ;5-oz -Spool
032 -641905
1 5-oz Spook • 050 64-006
Spool
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Eight indicted on
kidnapping charges

Your Individual
Horoscope

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
A,
1

GOP front-runners withdraw

service is an even better
bargain with Bell's Associated Prue Writer player, had been men- poet instead.
awned by the Republican
money-saving measured . Kentucky Republicans tioned as a possible GOP
Democrats have at National Committee and
service plans, which offer will be forced to keep candidate if Hopkins least four candidates conducted by Decision
25 and 50 percent dis- looking for a viable declined to seek the flIteria in the race, but Making Information, a
counts from the flat-rate. gubernatorial candidate nomination for governor. no Republican has an- Washington -based
"We're working hard to after the two apparent
The state senator from nonacid. The filing research(inn.
bring measured service front-runners for the Fort Thomas said he deadline is at the end of
Bill Greener, director
to all of our Kentucky ser- GOP nomination would not run for gover- March for the May 24 of communications for
vice area withinipe next withdrew their names nor this year "under any primary.'
the FtNC, declined to
few years." Orgill said. from cinsigeration.
eirmenstancas." adding
Hopkins said he was discuss the Kentucky
"and it's already
State Sen Jim Bunning that he had urged "gratified" by the results poll, but there was
available in Paducah and announced at a news con- Hopkins to run for the of a recent poll commis- speculation that Hopkins
Hoplunsville
would have gained a wide
ference Wednesday in
Orgill said the Frankfort that he had filmargin of his party's supmeasured service idea
ed for re-election to the
Port
customers who use less General Assembly and
Hopkins, the ranking
will would therefore not be a
paying less
GOP member of the
become more and more candidate in the guberHouse tobacco subcomcommon in the future
natorial election.
mittee, said " last week
LEXINGTON, Ky. who were named in the that he expected support
'It's true that basic
Less than an hour later,
local rates have been ris- Rep Larry Hopkins, R- 'API — Eight people, in- Indictment were brothers from the White House if,
ing, and that they will Ky , issued a statement cluding five who are Marvin Osborne, 28, he decided to run for
continue to go up,•• he ex- from his Washington of- relatives of the victim, Marion Alfred Osborne, governor.
fice through aide Kim have been indicted on kid- 29, and Larry Glen
"I talked to the White
plained.
"Many factors affect Banks saying that was napping charges in the Osborne, 25; Michelle House," he said Jan. 24,
these increases, in- also bowing out of the disappearance of a Let- Caudill. 22, a sister; and "and they very much
cher County woman Jan. Charles Douglas would like for me to run"
cluding inflation, new Met_
Osborne,23, a nephew.
technology that outdates
Hopkins, a Lexington 18.
Also named werele•
A federal grand jury
old equipment and com- stockbroker, said in the
petition, which drives statement that he had handed down the Indict- Theresa Ann Osborne, 22,
given serious considera- ment Wednesday, charg- wife of Marvin Osborne;
price to costs
More and more, tion to seeking the office, ing that the eight kidnap- Ronald Lee Caudill, 26,
but felt his primary ped Kathy Osborne former husband of
prices for local sertice
and for all telephone ser- obligation was to con- Niece, 23, of Whitesburg, Michelle Caudill; and
vices must be based on Unue representing Ken- in an attempt to gain a Roy Junior Adams,25.
The eight are being
$500,000 ransom.
what it costs to provide tucky's 6th District.
"It was a clear choice ' Mrs. Niece, a widow, held in the Fayette Counthe service This pricing
method has
lot of between, political op- was released Jan. 21 after ty Detention Center on
benefits. People can portunity and public 'du- promising two of the ac- 4500,000 bond each, with
tailor their service to ty," said Hopkins. who is cused 450,000 if they arraignment tentatively
set for Monday at
meet their needs and in his third term in the would release her.
Pikeville.
of•Mrs.
Niece
Relatives
House
U.S
Frames Drake
their budget, and it gives
"My choice is to reFOR FRIDAY,
people more control over
FEBRUARY 4,1963
their phone bills. Those main in Congress and to
who use less can pay less, ask that my name be
What kind of day will tomorInstead bc.everyone pay- withdrawn from specularow be? To find out what the
tion regarding the 1963
ing the same rste."
stars spy, read the forecast
"It's obvious tht the race for governor," he
given for your birth sign.
telephone must be seen in said •
Ms Banks said
LEXINGTON, Ky. Rate Cutters of Ken- AR1FS
a new light, today and in
aware
that
Hopkins
was
--- Three central tucky, is to discuss the 0 Mar .21 to Apr 194
the future But changes in
problems arise
services and rates are Bunning had made a Kentucky citizens' case it a meeting Thurs- Though
affairs, you'll
regarding
joint
announcement
siMilar
day
night
In
Lexington's
Versailles.
and
groups
necessary -for telephone
workable
soluwith
come
up
in
the
day.
earlier
Urban County Governservice in Kentuckyjo reThe Urban 'County tions Interviews with higher:maBunning,
a
former
preparing
to
ment
are
main as good as it is tojor league baseball challenge Columbia Gas Council has intervened in ups d re successful
day "
previous cases against TAURUS
of Kentucky's latest re- Kentucky Utilities Co. Apr alto
May 201
quest for a rate increase. and Kentucky-American
Be discriminating about
Columbia Gas has ask- Water Co. and
will oppose which invitations you accept,
ed the state Public Ser- Columbia Gas'
request as and watch credit-card spenEL1ZABETHTDWN, study
vice Commission for a
ding. Talk out problems with
well.
Hardin
49.4 million rate hike. The
Ky (AP)
loved °nes.
time
when
a
There was
Fiscal Court is studying
When the study is com- case will be heard this
GEMINI
con
avoided
council
the
the possibility of conver- plete, Thomas said, fiscal spring.
i May 21 to June 20i
utilities.
Two local groups, Con- frontations with
ting the county jail into a court will decide whether
Extra drive pays off careerregional lockup to serve it wants to have the coun- cerned Citizens and
But, "in bie last few wise, but don't act against
Hardin. Nelson, LaRue ty jail become a regional Businessmen of Central years, there have been your principles. A loved one's
and Hart counties.
lacality. Ma said it would Kentucky Inc. and many rate requests," vanity could prove expensive County Judge' cost the county very little Citizens Action Program said Ed Gardner,. a ('ANtER
Executive K R Thomas beyond the survey fee of Fayette County, have lawyer who represents (Jtme 21 to July 22
recommended Monday because any renovation vowed to oppose the utili- the council in rate cases. An invitation to travel corn"The effect was to make es, but don t disregard career
that the court spend could be financed through ty at the hearing.
obligations. You may be tak$10,000 on the feasiblity revenue bonds.
A third group, Utility people more aware."
ing too much time off from
work
La/
140W ABOUT 50mETRI46 IN
FOR YOuRSELF
July 23 to Aug ni 414'2
TWENTY-FOUR VOLUMES?
You're 'inclined to spoil
yourself now and may
overspend when shopping or
going out. Douig extra work on
a job project pa)s off
VIHtsti
ei
Aug, 23 toSept, 224
Your mind is working overtmw now': don't overtire
By Abigail Van Buren
yourself. Creative pursuits,
'Oil pow # oak.* 1!•••••••411*
though, are favored. Express
your ideas.
LIBRA
i Sept. 21 to Oct 224
Make a resolution to take off
DEAR Alita our dining area is near 11 sliding glass that extra weight or to tune up
door that opens onto the. patio We eat all our meals there physically Money comes in,
My husband continually opens and closes the door while but don't be extravagant
we're eating to feed the dogs from the table and tend to SCORPIO
their needs He's up and down constantly It dnves me (Oct.23 to Nov.21) ntieV
Sports and recreational pur(-tory'
I ha%e told himand told him how annoying it is to have suits put you in a healthy
him feed the dogs from the table, but he. pays no attention frame of mind. Say no to that
to me Every mealtime. is a nightmare, and it's very hard unpulee to splurge on clothes.
on my digestive •ystem to eat while I'm aggravated'
SAGITTARIUS
• eifity
What's the matter with this man' And what should I do Nov.. 22to Dec. 211
THANIKS!
shout it'
Though you're in the mood
YOU ALREADY
FED
to party, it's probably better if
NAVE!
you attend to domestic inDEAR FED UP: If him inconsiderate behavior is terests and some unfinished
determine
sees
doctor
to
something new, he should
tasks.
whether he's sick or just plain ornery. If he's CAPRICORN
ornery, tell him (In • loving way) how upset you
34/Sta
are. If that doesn't work, set• place for yourself In (Dec.22toJan. 19)
stimulating
You'll
have
another room where you can enjoy • calm and
peaceful meal. Tell him he's in the doghouse, and let times with friends, but don't
date someone with whom you
him eat with the dogs!
have little in common. Be
•••
discrirninatmg.
AQUARIUS
DEAN ABBY I do not have sea very often with my tJan. 20 to Feb. 181
Elan drive
brings you
husband, but on one of those rare out aroma, he- tarried
WELL,1-40W COME
me with herpes I didn't know _what I had until I started career dividends and trim&
Th.iEN/TZE 4
.also prove helpfW. Watch
having trouble and visited a tatter
50 DiCtrN,
-When I confront
confronted my Hunt nd with this news, he swore. spending when DOCialiZillg.
,
up and down that he. hadn't been with anybody else and PISCES
must have gotten it off a toilet seat Is this possible' Or is (Feb. la to Mar. 20) XC
it it lot sit bunk'
Join friends at a movie,conNow, the problem I am having an affair with a wonder' cert or other entertainment. A
ful married man I once worked for Should 1 tell him career proposition voiced now
about mv herpes'. I think the world of him and don't want may not be feasible. Someone
to lose him
Is insincere.
HAS HERPES IN CHICAGo
YOU BORN TODAY are
both practical and innovative.
DEAR HAS HERPES: Recent studies show that You may be ewcially
the Herpes Virus II (affecting the genitals) can sur- talented in nusW and
2-3
vive on a toilet seat, hands. clothing and elsewhere
for hour.. and theoretically can be transmitted to endplay*, but also will have
WHAT* HAPPENiNG
an innocent party, eo your husband could be telling success in business. You have
ICU"! ErETTING, .
a natural interest in comsnuniMARRIED.
the troth.
About your "wonderful 'married man.** fen Mae ty again and may be drawn to
He should be examined immediately by a physician. goverivrisiit. sociology and
hi. imperative that he nee protection 'during any asocklog. You have original
Ideas and should never allow
future sexual encounters with you.
yourself to work in a nit. You
Ike to take responsibility for
others and wort well with
Getting married? Whether you want a formal groups Writing, acting and
Ault+ wedding or • simple, "do-your-own-thing" banking may also appeal to
cereniony. get Ahby's new booklet. Send $I plus a you. Birthdate of Charles
long. self-addressed. stamped (37 cents) envelope to: Lindbergh, aviator: Alice
Abby's Wedding Roolilet, P.O. Box 38923. Hollywood. Cooper, Anger; and Betty
Calif. 90038,
Friesian.feminist.

have declined steadily
over the years: the working time seeded to pay
one month's basic service: the percentage of
household income needed
to pay one month's basic
service; and the percentage of monthly Social
Security benefits needed
to pay ant month's basic
service.
"It's obvious that
telephone service is one
of the best bargains in a
family's budget. In fact,
the average monthly bill
for residence customers
in Kentucky
including
all optional services and
long-distance charges
is less than $39, and that
compres well with other
monthly expenses, such
as gasoline, heating and
cooling, and entertainment "
Orgill added that basic

pares price changes for a
broad range of products
and services. These are
split Into maior groups,
such as gas and electricity, home ownership.
r,
water and sewag,
transportation, and
food"
The figures show that
since 1967, South Central
Bell's overall rates in
Kentucky have gone up 91
percent, while the nationwide CPI for all items has
jumped 189 percent. Gas
and electricity have increased 308 percent,
home ownership is up 279
percent. and water and
sewerage have risen 228
percent
Orgill added that other
statistical measurements
also show that telephone
services is more affordable than ever
All of the following

Since practically
everyone uses the
telephone, changes in
telephone prices make
news
Based on a flurry of recent- headlines, it might
-seem that telephone rates
have risen much higher
and faster than prices for
other everyday items
Actually, the opposite is
true. said Marvin Orgill,
district manager for
South Central Bell
To keep telephone
prices changes in
perspectiVe, it helps to
compare rises in
telephone prices with increases for other items,Orgill said
'Comparisons can be
made by using the Conor
sumer Price Index
issued by the U S
('Ii
Department of 1.A.e.e."
he said The CPI corn-
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Happy Birthday.

Aunt Carrie
You're The
Greatest.'
Love, -Deidra
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- MOVING SALE King Size Bed
Antique Vanity & Dresser
Regulation Pool Table
with oN accessories
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children
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III
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S. Lost and Found
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3
1 .
Lost
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' 4' •
beagle, brown. Electric sm
bath
burnished
Typewriter
super 12
it found call
black
.aviette se ,' $e SO4 includes 43. Real Estate
753 44630r 489 PS
like . new
moving and tel up ',re
recorders
stereo
leckS
Lost 1 bird dogs in the
anytime 719 1131
vinicity of Fisher Price MCS Stereo New Hall
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Mobile home with large
one white English Set Bed Guns and knives
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le
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A
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11:111/51 0111
3.Mobile Nome Rentals
ter. Medium size, heavy Contemporary Style
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bedroom
14,ct
2
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1011 UMW*
near Murray No pr'.
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after 5-00
Coles Campground Be For Sale
New
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lieye oog is on ri.is Way velvet matching.
10t1Ch 79. Heating Cooling
back home
and chair colors are
off white Oa( kgrourtd
kerosene heater%
6.
Wanted
gold brown blue and have ceramic wl-ck s
1150 Weekly paychecks celery cirr•n "or a l sutomanr tip Over tut
battery
(tufty guaranteeelf- print_ 1230 436 311.10c_
_ _ oft_ s.viltrre
work ing part or full Solid pine bedroom .gnation Si, Approve • ,
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time at home Weekly suite 4 poster canopy 6800 8 l) 99 99 93
fit
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Paychecks mailed bed
dresser
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17000 B U 139 99 200143
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1/9 99
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110
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X. Business Rentals
Air Conditioner
von
153 Spam
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frost free Bu''dingfor rent ,
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address to • American Refrigerator
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••1 1
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(reeler, refrigerator
electric
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LIQUIDATION AUCTION
Of Page & Ellie Chevrolet, lk,ver. Tenn
I Mile(torn City (Innis on U S 79 toward Paris
Saturday. Feb 5th
10 A M
Thla Is a liquIttaLion sale
IS. 'present
Merhanlcs-Gar•ges-Dealers. everyone
welcome
111411=1 EquiptTlefle. Jul I ;err •• .1)414c heater.
2-barrell stoves. 34.) ft tioNli hog. rotors out
tens i 1 flat bed trailers. 1 3 pt 1i...tit, 1 cub
trio tor &
mower. 2 Ebottion 1 pt plows. I
cut off SAW
Special: lion wrecker. good Ault:141°419e 62
metal parts bins. 10 file i iililtirla
offii r desk
& chairs. I ,anasill safe. 3 stmill cid( ulatitcs.
some 4: M parts, deluxe paint miler & assort
men( of paint, exhaust pipes. 2 sport wheels Ii
holesi, neon bulba, 1 video IBM viewer, I heirs')
duty bumper. motor Mi.Iisls.fr & • hairs Shop
Equipment 740 Electrons engine tester. 1
large press. valve grinding machine. 1 Mimic()
brake service machine. 1 411111111Ty palter hoist, 2
old anvils, 1-295 amp welder. 1 vise & work
bench. I shop cabinet. 1 Sun tune up tester. 2
air picks. I pressure washer. 1 battery chairger.
1 Ammco 502 tire changer. I sr old, under
coatusig gun. scrap Iron. floor jacks. 1 Sun volt
tester, 1 bench grinder. 2 traftsrmiusion lift, 1
sander & stand. 1 acetylene welder tori h &
buggy. 1 wheel balancer, 1 engine tester. I
heavy duty 11/sop varumn.• modern tube equipment': I fro& alingnsent & (risme straighter,
undemsating mat- tube Special liettle: large
assortment of new passenger tires, portable
sign, 2 camper tops, lots of salvageable air
tanks
00661111/ IIALTY & AUCTION CO.
firever. Twa 611131111Se
lieseeraereert de, et 00 1.111 Sews eneeediseee awao praleeld
Mille/01

herer
efki "Ika6"Weer/. Is Ill
Mob 0,5,5w,to.1

--IsAGF.1111HE111111141 . k
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OBITUARIES
Mrs.Turner's 'Shy' Lamb
dies;funeral
rites today
for
Mrs. - to be Friday
'r-ilas
Final R.
-Turner- were
Mamie

MORRIS BILBREY

Stivers claim 'Baby Doe'after blood tests
LANSING.!Bch.. I AP,
- Ray and lady Sliver
returned honai to claim
and rename"Baby Dot."
confident the 3-ereek-old
boy born with - birth
defect is their child - not
the son of a man who
hired Mrs. Stiver as a
surrogate mother.
"For now.]dofeel be is
my son," said Sliver after
he and hi. wife came
back from Chicago.
where it was announced
that blood tests proved
the child could not have
been fathered by the
sperm donor, Alexander
Malahoff,46. .
"We want to bring him
bark home."Sliver said.
The chikl is in a teen-porary foster home. The
Stivers are scheduled to
appear Monday in Ingham County Probate
Court for a custody hearing
The baby was born with
microcephaly
. an
-unusually small head

which often indicates
Mental retardation
Mrs. Stiver. 26. gave
birth Jan 10 at Lansing
General Hospital after
being hired for 110,000 by
Malahoff, of Middle
Village. N.Y.. to bear his
baby through artificial insemination.
" Mrs. Sliver said she apparently got'pregnant by
her 41-year-old humband
before she was artifically
Igserninated.
The Shyers said they
obeyed their contract
strictly, adding Mrs
Stiver could. have conceived the ' child' only
because they were not instructed to abstain from.
sex in the days • Immediately before insemination
-There were no winners. Everybody- suffered." Malahoff said
Wednesday after he and
the Slivers received the
test results while taping a

segment of the nationally
televised "Donahue"
show.
"I'm surprised. but not
disappointed." Mrs
Stivers said
When the child was
born, doctors said the
baby's retardation was
"severe" snd he might
live just days, according
to Malahoff's attorney,
William Leininger of New
York
Malahoff, a Roman
Catholic, had the
newbown christened
Alexander to "prevent
him from being thrown
into Limbo," Leininger
said.
But Stiver.. declared
Wednesday. 'it's not go:
mg to be Alexander coming home with us. It's going to be Christopher
Ray."
Stiver said they had not
yet made a decision on
whether to file suit over
the situation

WOODMEN BLDG MURRAY 753 921A
STOCKS MUNICIPAL BONDS MUTUAL FUNDS

Stock•market ..

Goodrich
31- .4-2, Prices furnished by First of
Goodyear
32% +se
Michigan. Woodman Bldg
Norman (Shy) Lamb,
•
Gulf
Oil
.311%
IX Rt. 2. Puryear, Tem..
.....•114,+4
+.
I B NI
+4.3.5
• . iIndustrial Average
died Wednesday morning
J
C
Penney
.524
+,..4
.
at the Henry County
Jenco .
2514B ZistA
MAir' +ss
Air Products.
Gegerel Hospital, Pens,
Kmart
274 +%
7% uric
American Motors
Tenn.
.,
Mary Kay Cosm
551. +1
27% -ss
Ashland
Born Dec. 24. 1920. in
Penwalt
..3014 unc
Ws +%
American Telephone
Calloway County. he was
Quaker Oats
47 unc
14% +4
Chrysler
•
the son of the late Charlie
2 +as
Texaco
31,
46% +%
Dupont
Lamb and Minerva
US Tobacco
2314 +(a •
3P% +",
Ford
Bailey Lamb.
Wal Mart
47 -14
14% +1's
G.A.F.
Mr . -Lamb was a
2
Wendy's
13%
tine
+ss
37
Dynamics
General
member of the Mill Creek
Wetterau
111%8 IrsA
114 +s
General Motors
Cumberland
CE F Yield ... .............11.53
32 +se
General Tire
Presbyterian Church
where he served as an
PAOPP1`) ellBREvRIPRFFNTINr
elder. He was an
FIRST
OF
MICHIGAN
CORPORATION
employee of KentuckyEXCHAir,1 Mik4bER SIP(
0.11(MPto
Tennessee (lay Co. for 42
years
Survivors are his wife.
Mrs. Myra Jane Lamb. to
whom he was married on
Sept 7. 1944; one son.
Norman. Due Lamb. Rt.
2. Puryear, Term.
Other survivors are
four sisters, Mrs. Juanita
Smith, Buchanan, Term..
OFF
Ky_ Mrs Mane EIII3On,,(401U S District tage Grove, Tenn.. Mrs.
, Al'
WE HAVE CLOTHING FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Edith Norton, Franklin
Judge Edward H
Johnstone has agreed . Park. Ill.. and Mrs.
with a State Corrections Lucille Horns, Chicago.
Department request that ill
A ProvOn Treatment Coni-Poi
Three brothers survive
an emergency exists
DOWNTOWN ACROSS FROM THE BANK OF
Professional Health ROSOINC011, Inc.
within the Kentucky who are James (Bud) Regional Medical Center
MURRAY,
WHERE YOUR BUSINESS IS ALWAYS
prison sy strut
Lamb and Warren lamb,' Madisonville, Kentucky
Owensboro, KY
APPRECIATED.
In snaking the ruling on both of Pans. Tenn.,- and (502)825-5100 Ext. 648
(502)683-0133
Wednesday. Johnstone (barks Lamb of K utremoved a legal barrier taw-a.
to immediate state- conThe funeral will be Friversion of a state juvenile da) at 2 p in in 1.el)on
facility .at Danville Into a 'Chapel of Ridgeway Mormediuni-security prison ticians. Parts. Tenn The
Without an emergency Rev Tun Clement wilt ofdeclaration. the,. state ficiate would need lewslative up- .-Pallbearers will be
proval for spending in ex- Charles. Bennett, James
cess of .$200,000 on capital Grooms. Milton Wade,
improvement projects
Dorris Wade, l'aul
To Bob Dunn and Hill Hewlett,
shoes and Miller, Dr. Scholl and
With Johnstone's rut- Puckett and Mason Ball
Holland Drugs IS more than just
Sebago comfort shoes.
ing, the state can proceed Burial will follow in
a drugstore • it is,the embodi-And we do Medicare billing
with the renovation of the Puryear(Wrietery.
ment -of their concept of a store
direct on all sales and rental pro_Danville Youth. DevelopFriends may 4 all at 11w
designed to provide total health
ducts," Hewletkpoints out.
:tient Center
funeral hanie
care products and services to the,
The partners also are proud
people of Calloway County .
of another aspect of the business.
"We both believe _that a store
"Our computer provides inJACKSON, Miss Al' - Center later notified
has to be patient oriented." Dunn
valuable services to us and our
A pall(('woman put the police that a man had
explains - "That's why we concustomers," Dunn says. "We
bat' on a robbery suspect
sought treatment for a
centrate on the things that peokeep itemized lists of all medicawhen 11E tried to) grab her bite wound •
ple need in order to stay healthy.
tions for the customer's ingun. and the wound led to
Police Tuesday arsurance and tax records, and we
or to regam their health after
his arrest when he sought rested Simon Buckhalter,
they have been 111."
provide copies free on a quarter-hospital_ treatment, 23, of Jackson. on-charges
ly basis."
Although there has been . -a
author-dreg said.
of strong-armed robbery
The computer also provides
store-caned- Holland Drugs for
patrolwoman Arell and aggravated assault
years.
drug
interaction information;
Dunn
and
Hewlett
have
Smith, :39, was leaving a on a police officer, Piponly since 1981.
which can be vital for a person
been
partners
- post office when she saw pen said
taking several medications,
Dunn. a Murray native, is a 1973
a man grab a via:nail's
He added that Ms
University of
along-with a written list of caugraduate
of
the
purse. said Sgt Chip I'll)- Smith's foot injury was
tions.
Tennessee
School
of
Pharmacy
pen
not serious
lie returned to Murray in 1974,
With the expansion and the
Ms Smith gave chase
and became owner of Holland's
computerization, the firm is
in her car and found the
in 1976.
"here to stay," Dunn says. "And
man behind a nearby
Hewlett, a graduate" of the
we intend to provide the best serlounge, looking through
Bob Dunn, foreground, enters information into Holland Drug's
Kentucky'School
of
University
of
vice
possible."
the purse She identified
computer system,as Bill Hewlett fills a customer's prescription.
Pharmacy, spent 6 years with
Al
Al' 1.1.14t
herself •21.• police Officer
•II• Awl Al,.•
Ell Lilly Pharmaceuticals before
and attempted to arrest .0
••••••m1. ••• -41* A *AIWA*
extension of the health-care conclude walkers, wheel chairs,
coming to Murray in 1900.
L.
the man. Pippen said, but aryl Ir•Art saw,
th• rt.AYIA-1
when
space
cept,"
Dunn
Late
last
year
says.
-The
beds, home oxygen and
trend
is
he tried to grab the gun
va• 4,04, .
ADC ID
for sick people to spend less titne
respiratory machines, electric
became available, an expansion
' As they struggled, the O o ,1 45 11•00•14 la :1.41 a Arno* 7
If
5 aloottnr-r Loth. grate :
in .the hospital -- and the probreast pumps and ostomy supallowed the introduction of a
gun discharged, shooting „
ao :Aria dor
Oa A Nnoughttr
ducts and services we are now
health product and medical supplies. Prosthetic devices also are
the patrolwoman an the .•oter• .1•••• XX 41. ...l,,04..,
rs
inal.•14.- A
providing help in that area."
plies sales and rental service
available. The firm also has
right foot. Then Ms • 1•••1•1
Az*. rtA•IsAt, and latigt
Home
it
was
a
natural
health
aids
"We
felt
that
available
inMarkell corrective children's
41
.
:
103
w04.)
ib
MAO
Smith bit the man in the
it.
ti$ 1$ la :or..,r
:Illoirotertna
cheek
A -aart,
s•
lit .2: ./241:1
au.. 4
6.• :r,
•ortIel• trA4AID
•'She said she was doant rarer
: A-11:1 Ito 54*
ing everything she -tould 5: el
\-4,41-Dre ••••••
to get him off of her,"
(111 : A
of, ...oughts, ,A11
Pmpen said The man li- 1•4••,
WA NA.
• itr•!, rep•••••••••1
ed without the gun, anti 4,414* • ..rt,•rwl 1.•-•1••• •••./
er.-D--ra IA: OD non duo:at
Ms Smith fired one shot I..!,
4 •• •ttr• ,),• a. ••••• •Ao
11,
•• IAA Del too. &of gdta 7-1 1.411
but missed
tor : At*.it. al 111$41 fla 12r.
Security officers at tog
7a:
Arlo
hr.., 2. i4111
Thurman Furniture
Bank of Murray
Court Square Antiques
Murray Supply Co.
University Medical Pugh.r mon mbar.• un 4.14,46
?•ruyi. 1:77$406 its 13 NM IR OM
Full Service Bank
Complete Home Furnishings
(ludo:.
Primitives,
Glassware
Hardware
and
Plumbing
41* it. MO-MN. 136
KA
10/ S 4th. 73.1-1893
1165 51/7. 733-7499
208E. Main, 753-4834
I E Main. 7$34381
AN $11144 lb. $7 0
, A lb roodnen.
today at 1030 a.m. in the
chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev, Randolph Allen
and Dr. Jerre!' White of- ridged. Mrs. OW)Eririn
was organist.
Pallbearers were
Larry Turner. Lanny
Turner, Ronny Underhill.
Maurice Bilbrey. Sam
Clayton and Denzel Martin. Burial was in Bogard
Cemetery . jn Land Between the I.akes.
Mrs Turner. 94. died
Tuesday at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital
- Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs Vivian T.
Pollard. one son. Clyde
Turner, sister, half sister,
three grandchildren and
-thre e.g re a t
grandchildren

Barrier gone

DRINKING PROBLEM?

Settle-Workman's
FINAL CLEAN-UP SALE
SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE STORE

50% To75%

Regional Alcohol Resource

•

Settle-Workman

Holland's is more than 'just a drugstore'

Robber gets bitten by woman

Livestock
market

Opt!

DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

Hog market
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Beale Hardware
omplete Hardware

National Mai

Black!ord House Gallery
Pnral and Frame Shop
411 Main, 7534301

Holland Drugs
Prescriptions, Medical Supplies
109S 4th. 753-1462

Pagliai's Pima
Italian Restaurant( Delivery
310 Maui, 733-2073

Wallis Drug Co.
Prescription Service
412 Main, 733-1272

Boone's Laundry
and Cleaners
605 Main 73.3-2552

Home Federal Savings

Parker Ford

6 Loan Amen.
1101 Main, 7304630

Auto Sales and Service
710 Main. 7234271

Ward-Elkins
Horne Appliances, Sales & Service
411 Maple, 733-1713

Bright's
Women'sApparel

Larman's
Department Store
100S 5th, 733-1147

Parker's Food Market
Complete Suparmatitet
SIOS, Mb, 78241elli

Coenobite=Services
NIS N. Mc

Littietoo's
Women'. Apparel
401 Main. 7534623

Peoples Bank

WNBB-WAAW

Pull Service Banking
Sae Maki. 7134SSI

AM & IPM Radio
1181. Oth, 721-13103

Mademoiselle
ivoiese's

=JP

list all.
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

110S 5th. 334238

CarterSteidle
11hY
Male.
=
1

4

VT
Moor Silvered'
▪

Twin Lakes Office Products
Office Supplies and Furniture
.114 Main. 7$34121

Graham & Jackson
Men's Clothing and Furnishings
414 Main. 733-3234

Sliver-Blue Interior "outornottc, power steer
erg: power brakes tilt cruise, AM FM
stereo, 42.. ii' mlles

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

gear acilT, &am

asellk
il

Com-Amethe Co.
itereale wamerraapeersi
Maw,7134011

Galled:iseertelrme ,•

mg.mei&

Insboiseirs

Winchester Printing Services

AlliCeentry & Westing Radio
1888 DIsscuid Drive, 713-2408

